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THINGS ARE SLOW
IN OLD CAIRO!

1 really enjoy reading your
magazine. It's just great,

even though it costs
double and comes 15 days
later here in Egypt. It

really helps me solve
Adventures, know all

about new games from
Europe and the States and
also gel more information
about the C64.
My friends and myself

own C64s and have called
ourselves the CCS which
stands for Cairo Computer
Service. We would like to
know if anyone has an

selling software here in

Egypt. We have searcher!
high and low, but to no

U. Scheuermann,

Egypt.
Editor's reply: Can
anyone help our Egyptian
friend?

WHAT'S THE SCORE

ON JET BOOT JACK?

Boo hoo'. I could've cried!
You see, there were no

February's C&VG. SO
WHERE HAVE THEY
GONE??? That's what I

want to know. Of course,
these creatures are a pain
in the neck. But surely
they deserve lo keep their
page in your ace mag.
And, that's not the only
thing that's gone missing!!!

Where is Jack? For six
issues you have been
promising Jet Boot Jack a
place in your high-score
table in the Hall Of Fame.
He did make an
appearance, once, for the
record period of one
issue! I! I have sent in five
high scores, one of which

Please drop us a lii

deserved second place
Jack's brief appearance,
but none were printed!
Why is this?

Still, enough
complaining. Mow, a
question. When someon
gets a letter printed on the
JWaiiiagpage, do they
receive a prize? Is it not
true that Bug Hunter and
Hall of Fame both award
prizes ie. £5 postal order
or an ace T-Shirt?

Kari Fiohugh
(ace person)
Northampton
Editor's reply: In answer
to all the many readers
who have asked about the
Bugs — we're giving them
a bit of a rest right now —
but expect some sort of
Christmas Bugs Special
toward the end of the
year. And we've a new
cartoon strip starting in
October — so please be

High scores for our Hall
offame are chosen each
issue

, Karl. It could be
that your scores reached

too late for inclusion in
t issue which featured

good old JBI. We select
games for the Hull of
Fame purely on a
popularity basis — if we
don't get enough people
sending in scores for one
particular game then we
simply don't run it in that
issue. So you'll have to
encourage more JBJ fans

T-shirts go to the top
scorers in each Half of
fame category and some
Adten lure Helpline
tipsters — but not Bag
Hunter or MaiSbag
contributors.

BUG BYTE TAKES

A BEATING
Dear Sir,

I recently purchased Bug
Byte's JSTttng Fu and my
highest score so far is 471

ib at: Computer & Video Games. Prin

and a black b
Has anyone beaten this?

Ian Hudson,
Middlesex.

SPELLING TROUBLE

FOR GHOST TOWN
Dear Keith,

Have you ever heard of
Zigguraf! It's an
Adventure written by my
brother Paul and his friend
John Pickford. Rings a
bell, does it? Yes, I

thought it would, you
1 a game that he
Ghost Town

published by Virgin.
It's not so much the
eview (John himself thinks

it's rubbish) but you had

Ghost Town is

written by a
TEENYBOPPER

'. Hov

written and finished before
cott's Ghost Town was
:ver heard of in England,
t's just that you were
ixtremely late to review it.

ead your column, so no
hard feelings.

Peter]. .Sanson.

Stockport.
Keith's reply: As I

smber it, John
Pickford was one of
Virgin's "pop-star
programmers" and his

age (in his teens) was on
the inlay. I'm afraid I

ileased commercially
rid therefore taken to be
little authoritative) that
e fall of spelling errors

distinguish these from the
forgivable odd typing

example and can cause
players to think that the
misspelling is actually the
correct spelling. After all,

>t know if

1 purchased Scott

Adam's Ghost Town in

December 1980 from an
English software house. I

seem to remember that
the Spectrum , on which
John Pickford's Ghost
Town was written, was
introduced around August
1981.

XZAP HAS

BEEN ZAPPED!

I have a challenge for any
oftheC16owners who
read your magazine. With
the starter pack you
should have received a
game called Xzap. After
many hours of practice, I

finally managed to get
onto the 84th Ie '

'

game. I do nc

anyone has b
but my final score was
463,078.
Mark Austin,

SPARE A THOUGHT
FOR POOR ADULTS!

I am a mother in desperate
need of HELP!! I am
steadily declining in my
young daughter's

show her how a computer
game works. It is a Fisher
Price program for the
Spectrum called Logic
Levels for 7-

1

2 year olds.

Yes, you have guessed it

— I am older than that.

In fact, neither my
husband or my brother

dimwitted adults not
knowing what the hell

they are doing?

Mrs S. Sewell

Editor's reply: Anyone out I

there with the answer? If

so, let Mrs Sewell know
s part of C&VCs "Be

kind to Adults" campaign!
I



Instead ofcomputers catd

technology now has to rci

The way we see it, technology has suddenly got quite

a race on its hands.

There's no other home computer in the world that's

so expandable or soupdaiable as the new Enterprise 64.

And if you're wondering quite how we've managed
that, kindly take a closer look at the outputs on our remark-
able new machine.

You'll notice that amongst all the usual sockets and
terminals, we've gone and incorporated a special 66-way
expansion port.

*Ihis will accept a whole range ofnew peripherals that

are in the pipeline. Including those that are a mere twinkle

in the eyes ofour hardware designers.

We thought this expandability principle was such a

good idea,we applied it to the Enterprise's memory, Loo.

Even in its most basic 64K Ibrm, this puts more user

RAM at your disposal dian almost any other competitor.

But plug in our special Rampacks to the base unit, and

you can progressively increase thai figure to a truly extra-

ordinary 3,900K.



ching up with technology,

atch up with a computer.

Not that that's the only challenge we present 10 today's

ambitious programmers.

With a screen resolution of up to 672 x 512 pixels,

256 colours and a high speed video processor, the Enterprise

will ourgun all but the highest quality TV' monitors.

And the sophisticated sound chip generates no fewer
than 4 voices across 8 octaves in full stereo.

Combine the two and you can create effects thai

leave today's games looking like pub video tennis of the

mid-seventies.

For anyone with literary aspirations, the Enterprise

also comes complete with an integrated word processor.

Whilst the really serious user will be delighted to

discover analogue RGB and TV outputs, as well as parallel,

RS423 serial and network ports.

Both Coboi and 'C will be available with CP/M run-

ning, and you can even use Lisp, Forth and Z80 assembly

language on cartridge without encroaching on user RAM.
The new Enterprise 64.

It hasn't just overtaken technology. Ifs left every

other home computer straggling in the distance.

HHEKBflSECOMPUTERS
WITH OBSOLESCENCE BUILT-OUT



a Sir,

One Friday afternoon (15
March, in fact) I noticed a
copy of Impossible
Mission on a shelf of a wel

I looked at the back of
[he package, saw the

relumed the game (silly

boy!) to the shelf.

The following day
(Saturday) I picked up a
copy of C&VCax my
newsagent around 10 am,
read the review of
Impossible Mission (1 1 am)
kicked myself and rushed

game 1 had put down as
"mediocre" was still there
It was. so I did the only
sensible thing aftet

reading a C&VG review
and bought it — eager to

statements of "outstanding
sound effects" and

synthesis" were justified.

Anyway, having bought
the game, I avidly started
to attempt to complete the
mission, which I have
(Tuesday. 19 March),
The end comes when

you open the doorway to
be confronted with a full

screen picture of Elvin <

Editor's reply; Just goes
to ahow the powers of
CiVCs reviewers, Mark.
We KNOW a good game
when we see one. Are you
the first? I'm afraid we're
not sore — bat raaybt

different?
eknow:

GIVING UP ON
JET SET WILLY
>.<: S:

;. He !u

and shouts "No ... No .

No!" in stunning voice
synthesis. The screen the
clears to reveal your scoi

over! The woman
announces . "Missinn
completed,
congratulat
it perfectly!

I must ask the obvioui
question of "Ant I the fi

o complete the game'
especially so '

'

reading the r«

being very
about Software Projects'
Jet Set Willy. Not only is

there a bug in the Wine
Cellar but they have also
made it harder by not
allowing you to pass,
through the drive.

1 have found this very
frustrating and eventually I

have given this game

This type of slack

example of why the UK's
top games all come from
US Gold and other such
software distributors. Now
seems as though the
ke of UK software has all

A high siandard of

produced if a battle is to
be fought between US and
UK software houses. 1 have
found all the US games to
be of a very high level of
jrogramming — nothing
loppy here.

thinking of producing a
game, try to think of the

' eras well as the
plexity of the game. A

degree of ease about it
"---

is the player
progresses the difficulty

must increase. The best
example of this that I can
think of is BC's Quest far
Tires, yet another US game

Co. Durham.
Editor's reply: That's
fighting talk, Mark! Let's
hear what the lest of our
readers think.

THE CHARTS ARE

COMING BACK
Dear Sir.

Has it been busted by the
Gftostb usfers? Has it been
fixed by the Gremlins? Or
did the Editor just forget tc

put it in? YES, I am talking
about the Top 30 Chart.
Surely THE computer
games magazine should
have a top 20, or at least a
top 10. If there is none, it

might just put me off
buying the next copy . .

then again it might not
Tony & Thomas O'Neill.

Co. Cork.

Editor's reply: A brand
new C&VG Top 30
compiled by Gallup starts
next issue, Tony and
Thomas!

C&VG SOFTWARE
SWOP SHOP?
Dear Sir,

1 would like to take this
opportunity of expressing
- few opinions on C&VG.
irst — it's streets ahead of
le opposition. Second -
oes anyone really type
1 those long programs?
In this day and age of

technological marvels, it

lecessarily

data. Have you looked intt

ipping the program
pages in favour of a plastic
"-tcord" of the sort you

id for the Thompson
Twins Adventure?
Another possibility

ould be a C&VG games
exchange — a forum for

people to swop typed-up
and debugged ver

'

game listings.

Roger Musson,
Edinburgh.
Editor's reply: We're
always looking for better

listings, Roger. We've
even considered printing
them in the form of a "bar

supermarket frozen foods.
But we feel that, with the
increasing price of

listings still

provide a source of cheap
We're always

though. What do the rest
of you feel about our
listings. Too long? Too
short? Too many of them!

it me know! Your
ichange idea sounds
)od too — anyone else

interested?

LET'S HEAR IT

FOR THE HEROES!
Dear Sir,

I always read the Mailbag

anywhere how good the
Adventure game Heroes of

:
was very well thought
and I think you should

know how good this

way. Manic M/n.
;eC64

pokes to give you
everlasting lives. Enter the
following program as
shown:
VERIFY: RET.
When "Ready" is shown
LOAD " ",1,1;RET
When "Ready" is shown
again, enter these

POKE 16373.234
POKE 16B72.234
POKE 16371,334
SYS 16384
Michael J. Fickle.

V. Computer 8 Video Games. Prinry Court. 30-32 Farringrion Lane. L =1
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OF A
HI there C&VG readers! I'm (he
Blagger and I wanl YOU to fly
with me to Hollywood for the
holiday of a lifetime!

Hollywood is the movie
centre of the world — and all

the stars of TV and cinema can
be seen in action. If you get to
fly with Blagger to sunny
California, you'll be able to see
the stars In action and have
enough adventures of your own
to make your own movie!

But first you have to help
Blagger steal a copy of the
latest movie blockbuster in his
latest computer adventure
Blagger Goes to Hollywood.

THE TRIP
LIFETIME!

Alilgstg Software Ltd. and is exclusive
FO readers of Computer S. Video Comes THE PRIZE

AMigato Soltwo

copies af Computer S Video Carney

laying Blagger Goes to Hollywood in

PLUS: Ten runnersTS of Alllgato

tHE QUESTIONS

2} Who's nol in Ih
n every Mogger Goes to Hollywood the con?
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WINGS OF WAR



Before you go mad at Silverstone, let

David Hunt drive you round the bends.



SILVER RANGE... Seeing i

CHICKIN CHASE EXODUS Arcade
Strange crealu res emerging from the pi

m HI

eGo

****!V
113£1 r-ir

i
.- ..:-..

DONTPANIC Arcade/Strategy
Amusing and challenging, a game
with a flifferenca

^9



Is believing £2.50 each.

FIREBIRD SILVER CATALOGUE

29 THE WILD BUNCH
12 SHORTS FUSE
11 SUBS LINK

H BIRD STRIKE
55DUCKI
22E5TRA
23 THE HACKER
2ft MR. FREEZE
39 MICROCOSM

0I7BOOT7
Die EXODUS
019 HEADACHE
020 ZULU
024 GOGO
02BESTRA

ViKiNG RAIDERS
012 THE WILD BUNCH

034 THE HI
038 CHICKIN CHASE
0J1 CIRCUS CIRCUS

002 MICKEY THE BRICKY

Please slate name of game (and machine) and numbers required

Enclose crossed cheque/PO made payable to FIREBIRD SOFTWARE
All offers are subject to availability Orders are despatched promptly

All prices inclusive of VAT and postage.

MAIL ORDER: 'FREEPOST FIREBIRD,
WELLINGTON HOUSE
UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE,

I k LONDON WC2H9BR , i I "T^T

rTT

rtfz=
f TTi
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I y the time you read
kthis. the very first

W Grand Prix ot the
v Formula One World

Championship season
will have taken place In

Brazil. It's the first of a

gruelling series of races
which take place in

exotic locations all

around the world.

It takes a combination
of many things to make a
World Champion racing
driver. He r

extremely fast and
talented, he must have a
good car and a good

mechanics to back him
up. The person who has
to make sure that the
drivers get that perfect
mix is the team manager.
CRL have just

released a game for the
Spa
Formula One which
casts you In the un-

enviable role of a Grand
Prix team manager. So,
with the new season
approaching, it seemed
like a good opportunity
to find out Just what a
HEAL Grand Prix team
manager thought of the

C&VG visited the
home of the Willi

Grand Prix team
Oxfordshire to n

Peter Collins, the
who saw Keke Rosberg
and Williams take the
World Championship in

1982. Peter has also
worked with Lotus and
ATS Formula One teams
— so he's well qualified

to give an opinion on
CRL's attempt to
recreate the fast moving
world of F1 Grand Prix

challenges you lo wn :ne

Drivers' Championship jid
Ihe Constructors' Champion
snip lor your team. You Dick

professional point ot view!

fantastic game to be made

various aspects ot the game

cost] fur.t sponsor puts in,

THE ENTHUSIAST'S

J
VIEW

5 Al first glance, and first play,

,
Formula One Is an entertairi-

i ing strategy game. But after a

couple ot seasons, the

) a bit annoyed with the Oelails

7ame — details already
iutlined by Peter Collins.

Although your Iearn does

Williams have won two
World Championships —
first with Alan Jones and

implonshlp coming his

designed by Patrick

rtead, and two lop drivers.

Keke Rosberg, champ in

1982. and former Lotus
driver, Nigel Mansell,
complete the picture at

Williams lor the 1985
season. We wish them all

the very best ot tuck. And
don't lorget. you could be
watching the Williams team
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HerbieBriggshas
justdestroyed the myth
that allfloppydiscs are

created equal.
They

the

equal. Un ok at

That's where equality ends.

Most companies seal their discs with a

spot here, a spot there. Leaving most of
each seam not sealed at all.

Sooner or later, the seams might do what
comes naturally; they bulge. Warp. Pucker.

Open up.

Pens, pencils, fingernails—even a four-

year-olds, like Hcrbic—can catch and snag
i tho: eopei
That's sloppy. And dangerous. Because

it" you put a sloppy floppy into your disc

drive, it can jam your drive. Ruin your drivi

head. Lose your data.

So much for their seams. Ours arc

different.

e developed,
railed Solid-Scam Bonding.

Solid-Scam Bonding seals shut every inch

Tight a i. Thar makes the Mei

floppy Stirrer. Stronger. And your data safer.

To resist bulging, warping, puckering,

or opening up,

MEMOREX SOLID-SEAM BONDING:
tveryinchofev
is soiled shin. T

Which proves that a Memorex floppy

disc isn't equal to all the others. It's better.

Solid-Seam Bonding is just one example

of the extra care that goes into even'

Memorex floppy disc. Be it 8;' SW or the

new 3^." E.xtra care that lets us guarantee

every Memorex disc to be 100% error-free.

The next time you're buying a floppy

disc—ora few hundred ofthem—just

remember this:

It's always belter to be sale than sloppy.

For more information on the full line of

Memorex quality computer media
products, including computer
tape, call Memorex U.K. Ltd..

96-104 Church Street.

Staines, Middlesex,

lei: 078451488

Your Data. When it matters, make it Memore:

MEMOREX
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Can you solve the mystery of

featuring the unique new WALK-THRU GRAPHICS SYSTEM

• Keyboard or

Kempston joystick

compatible

48K Spectrum/

Spectrum Plus

out now

» Amstrad version

out in May

• Cassette £5.95

Disk £8.95

ASHKERON!isa100°/o

machine code real-time

adventure featuring the

unique new WALK-THRU
,
GRAPHICS SYSTEM-where
you go is what you see.

Whichever way you turn, your new
location opens out in perspective before your very eyesl

Available from good software stockists everywhere, or direct from:
MIRRORSOFT, Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd, Holborn Circus, London EC1P 1DQ.

Tel: 01-822 3800 or 01-822 3580
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Arthur Daley, North London's
most notorious small time
crook, has turned a once reput-

able software house into a
dealer of rubber wet suits, rat

traps and adult magazines. DK
Tronlcs have decided to turn
their hack on the law and launch
Minder, a game that lets you
take Arthur's place In the shady
second-hand car market and
dabble in free market trading —
In other words selling 100
stolen garden gnomes. Seamus
St John slipped into his camel-
hair coat, found a spare trilby

and some dark glasses and set
off In search of our Arthur . .

.

:-[;• II -
:

and Dangeimouse. In the beginning,

he would have preferred to have
written a game based on Danger-
mouse bur the lights had already been
sold to Creative Sparks. Bui now he's

glad that he had to work on Minder.
Deciding to write an Adventure

simulation instead of an arcade game
was easy for Don. "The TV pro-

gramme is about people's characters.

It's not an action packed programme
like the A Team, for instance, and
wouldn't have worked as a ladders
and platforms game." He added, with

a hint of pride, "I didn't want to write a

zap' game. I would have refused if I'd

He is quick to point out, however,
that Minder is not an Adventure game

svitable. After

nputers are a big earner
A— and no respectable con-man
would be seen without "the latest on
the market, hardly ever used, made in

r.iiwar. .00% genuine rubber com-
puter with all the paraphernalia, not

forgetting yer low-tech wobbly discs
and a couple of crates of Space
hivadr:s. rbr you guv, and I'm cutting

my own throat here, just a monkey".
Don Prii-stly. author of the Minder

game, spent several weeks studying
Thames Television's broadcast cata-

logue — a list of all the programmes
Thames have produced over the last

few years — trying to choose a TV pro-

: Adventures, once you have
solved a problem or puzzle you can
solve it every time, Minder does have
some of these "adventure qualities"

but relies mostly on your skill at

striking up bargains with dealers,

making sure you don't land up in

hospital by double-crossing someone
or letting Detective Chisholm End any
stolen gear at your lock-up.

One detail of the game which may
disappoint many Minder tans is that

which really ti

Terry McCann. There is no option to

take on the part of Terry.

Priestly is quite adamant that he was
yere only two righttouse Anhurasthecentralfigure
bill — Minder for the game. "Arthur is the most

important character in the programme
— he controls Terry".

Explaining the lack of a two
character option, he said: "A two
character game was considered, but
we shelved it because it would have
taken up so much memory that it

would have ruined the game. There's
not really much point in it anyway.
Terry does nothing on his own
initiative — apart from getting Arthur
out of trouble every now and then.

'

'

Trying to get the humour and
dialogue right was a very big problem
in Minder's early stages. Once the

first "draft" of the game had been
finished, it was tested by a panel of six

games players. After all trying the
game for several weeks, they each

Minder was probably the most mind-
numbingly boring game that they had
ever played! So it was back to the

drawing board. The other big
problem with the first version was that

the conversations and remarks in the

game became very repetitive and the

jokes weren't funny. By the sixth time
you see them, they start to get on your

So Don incorporated a huge "dic-

tionary" of replies into the game. No
character will repeat the same thing

twice to you. Also Minder will never
tell you that it doesn't understand a

word or phrase that you have typed in

— an annoying feature of many Adven-
ture games. Instead, the person you
are talking to will carry on with the

conversation and eventually become
more and more tired by your non-



sensical requests and will threaten m
leave unless you stop gibbering like again it .. ...

an idiot. will approach you
Quite simply, the basic idea of the double crossing h

game is to buy and sell goods, trying getting away from
to make the biggest mark-up possible.
"Minder's all about wheeling and
dealing," commented Priestly. "You
have to learn the skills ol bargaining it

you want to rum yourself into a second
Arthur Daley," quipped the ex-school

Not only can you sell merchandise
that you already have, you can arrange
to supply someone with 60 pairs of
boots even though you haven't
actually got any. The dealer will
usually ask you to deliver in a couple
of days, giving you the chance to find
someone else who is willing to sell the
boots at a lower price than you
arranged to sell them for — and
there's your profit.

Even if you quit a game and start
.._ i;i-,

ly^ a deaiej

You c of c
a deal for say 50 rat traps and

try to End 30 videos for another ofyour
customers. If you do this, the other
dealers are likely to get quite annoyed
with you and refuse to buy anything
else from you. It's best just to let them
cool down for a couple of days before
you try to approach them again.
What is worse for your reputation is

selling stolen property. If you Gog
some hot sheepskin coats to an unsus-
pecting purchaser and Chisholm
finds the stuff in their warehouse,
they'll be given a big fine. If you meet
someone in the Winchester Club who
you've double crossed, he is more
than likely going to put you in hospital
lor a couple of days, so it's always
wise to bring Terry along to mind you
if you think a dealer's after your blood.

All this wheeling and dealing may
seem to be fairly complicated stuff

and many would perhaps class this as
a difficult strategy game, limited to a
small minority of dedicated gamers.
Don Priestly disagrees, "I think

Minderwill appeal to a wider range of
people than any normal computer
game. Once the simple rules are
learnt, the game becomes interesting

to play but is not easily beaten. I also
think that, because it is based on a
well known television series, it will

make it more accessible to people".
He does admit, though, that Minder
isn't a game with "instant appeal".
One aspect of the game which

worried Don was the use of bad

it might deter some people, especi-
ally parents, from buying the game.
The earlier versions of Minder did
include quite a lot of swearing, but
after a while he decided that it only
detracted from the game and

moved most of it after studying all

e past episodes, convinced that

ere was very little swearing in the

rogramme anyway.

Don's hard work and research has
artainly paid dividends and pro-
uced a smooth, slick and profes-

onal program. He seems to have hit

pon the magic something that makes
game special. His recipe for a

uccessful game like Minder — "a
lend of meaningfull graphics and

DKTronicss

THE GAME
The main aim for the player is to make
as much money in 14 days as he can.

You start off at Arthur's lock-up with
£2,000 in your pocket and some stock
that's in the garage, which can be any-

thing from sheepskin coats to 20

boxes of plastic spots or even Blue
Peter presenters. And this is where
the skill of the game comes in — how
much ISa Slue Peterpresenter worth?
From here, you can go to one of a

number of places, either the Win-
chester Club, Terry's flat, to one of the

dealer's places, back to the lock-up or

back home to 'er indoors.

The best place to begin is at the
Winchester Club. Most of the people
you do business with go there for a
drink some time during the day and
many of the local sharks also pop in

now and then to do some business.
Each of the people in the club is

represented in eight portrait frames
on the screen. Each one has a

r will 1

approach you, although if you're

quick you can get to the person you
want to speak to without being side-

tracked by a stranger or being button-

holed by Detective Chisholm looking
for a hundredweight of stolen trouser

Each one of thes

up an hour of your time, So it's

important to plan your day carefully

because if you hang around too long

talking to strangers the person you
came to see is quite likely to have left.

Your first aim is to find a dealer who
is ready to do business. There are

eight dealers in Minder who regularly

sell to and buy from you. You'll need
to be able to identify their faces

because there are so many other

people who crop up while you are

playing.

Minder incorporates a face

create 35,000 different faces, so you
are hardly likely to see the same
person, apart from the dealers, during

Winchester club *e course of a game. This obviously

featuring some makes it much more difficult, and
again prevents the repetitiveness

common to most Adventures.









I
entered the watertroi

bar with just

money left to

miserable couple of drink:

Tomorrow I'd have
the boat and the re:

salvage gear just tc

my debts — and

If only I'd had
week to explore tha

I found out on the re

thing fishy about the wreck of the
Beanlieu Anne — and it ain't just the
cargo of cod it was carrying!
The old man I sat down next to at

the bar looked in the same sorry state

as me. Just to be friendly I ordered

As the barman poured the drinks,

the old man started to talk. I really

wasn't listening until I heard him
mention a narrow escape from a

down out on the reef.

The ship was carrying gold and
naturally greed ran riot among the
crew when they found out. The crew
started a mutiny and began chasing
the Captain for the combination of

the ship's three safes. The gold was

The old man said he had told the

skipper to hide — but the Captain,
who wasn't at ail shipshape in the
region of the brain, rushed about his

tub writing things on the walls!

When the crew found him, he was
calmly mopping his brow with a
handkerchief. The ringleaders
tortured the skipper — but he
revealed nothing.

At the first chance he got, the old
man helped the Captain into one of

the lifeboats and they both escaped
into the night. Suddenly there was a
massive explosion — the ship was
doomed! The captain, still holding on
grimly To his pocket handkerchief,
smiled as the ship sank beneath the

Three days later the old man and
the Captain were still drifting about.
The skipper was in bad shape — but
before he went he pressed the blood-
stained handerchief into the old
man's hand and whispered:

might make yon rich one
' Thoa

"What happened to the bullion?" I

asked. "It's still on the Bully Anne. I

told you — she went down with all the
gold on board!

"Now I'm in trouble with Mr Yes
He wants the handkerchief and says

why — it's only covered in letters."

I was just ordering us both more
drinks when there was a commotion
at the door and Big Barclay crashed

. American heavy

employed by Mr Yes — and he's built

like an express train. And it looked as

if his first stop was at the bar!

"Mr Yes wants to see you -
NOW!" he growled, grabbing the old

guy by the collar. He was about to

haul the old man away when some-
thing clicked in my mind. Bally Anne
— Beaulieu Anne'.

I never did like Barclay much. The
only casualty of the ensuing rumble
was the bottle I broke over his head.

THE GAME
The Wreck is the latest arcade
Adventure from Electric Software,

the people who take care of all you
MSX owners out there! The game
takes place in a sunken ship thai is

located on the edge of an undersea
ridge — and is in danger of slipping

off!

You have to go for gold through
the side of the wrecked ship and
tackle the maze-like decks until you
find what you're looking for — the
clues left by the Captain and the safe

where the gold is hidden.
There are three safes on board the

wreck — so you must pick the right

one. And, of course, you only have a

limited amount of air to use-

Each deck is literally a mazel Map
making is essential — and to help
you log all your movements Electric

are giving away a special write 'n'

wipe diver's-style pad with every
copy of the game. So you can use it

over and over again.

You are armed with a harpoon —
and you'll need it to defend yourself
against the awesome Guardians of

the wreck — horrible blue creatures

with tentacles.

Each safe has to be opened using a

special combination — which you
should get by discovering various
clues on each deck — but beware the

Captain has left a few surprises
behind him to protect the bullion.

The graphics are striking and the

sounds are pretty neat too. You
"hear" yourself breathing as you
move through the wreck. If danger
is near then your breathing rate

increases.

The screen displays shows the

view through your face mask — with
score details and oxygen level

indicators etc.

You also get a IS page illustrated

booklet with the game, the wipe
clean diver's chart, a special pencil

and the Captain's handkerchief —
covered in — clues! Great value for

MSX owners with £14.95 to spare -
even better value if you win one in

our competition.

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which wreck caused massive
oil pollution in the English
Channel and was bombed by jet

fighters?

2. Which wreck had a royal

visitor. Prince Charles, who dived

down to see the ship before It was
recently raised?

3. Which passenger liner hit an
iceberg and sank on its maiden
voyage?
TIE-BREAKER: Which famous
French undersea explorer and TV
personality designed the modern
aqualung?

r
1

CSVG/ELECTRIC SOFTWARE.
WRECK COMPETITION

3

Tiebreaker:.,

Address
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ti. Bernard is and p.

government establishment where
they are being kept prisoner. Graham
becomes the Morons' manager as

;mational celebrities

b not to inform or
instruct — but just to do a bit of
shopping! The Morons from
Outer Space should be invading
your local cinema very soon.
C&VG thought you might like

prior warning of their arrival —

If
you thought caravan holidays

were boring — wait until you've
seen Morons from Outer Space, the

brainchild of Me! Smith and Griff Rhys

fourth Moron, called Juliar. e

a and the Stadium in New York — which I

While a- Mot

o the cor.cli-s.or. that

ire completely stupid and moronic.
The same could be said about

jraham Sweetley, the junior TV
reporter, played by Griff Rhys Jones,

i helps them escape from the

old Bernard,
>cued from space by a passing ship
d then thrown out in California, has
I been enjoying himself at all,

Jncause he hasn't got pointed ears
three heads no-one on earth

lieves him when he tells them he's
alien. Well, would you?
ifter escaping from a mental insti-

3, Bernard eventually makes his

y to New York and — you guessed
- Shea Stadium where his fellow

about to stage their big

And that's where we have to leave
the Morons for now — catch them
when they land in your High Street —
if you can spot them that is!

From the ridiculous to the sublime
with the long awaited sequel to Arthur

Back ...

Odyssey was the most
sophisticated sci-fi film kv«l uiaue. .

looked very pretty and left everyon
baffled with a wierd ending.

: A Space

rde. It

ship. They take a wrong
where out on the Milky Way and
realise that they're lost in space. And
there's not a Little Chef anywhere in

sight! The usual family argument
develops — we've all seen it before
haven't we!
While everyone is arguing about

called Bernard, played by Mel Smith,
goes outside for a game of spaceball.

Inside. Desmond irritably bashes
the control panel and inadvertently

little podule inhabited
the group and sends it

Jft»-



ntisls discovered that a
strange "spaceprobe" in the shape of

a mysterious jet black Monolith was
having a profound affect on the evolu-

tion of mankind. A Monolith found on
the moon sparked off an ill fated flight

io Jupiter and the ultimate creation of
the Stai-Child.

30J0picks up the story with an inter-

national team of space experts taking

End out just what happened to the

crew of the Discovery and the super-
computer on board called Hal 9000
They find Discovery — and the

mysterious Monolith that swallowed
the last remaining crewman from that

Marie Celeste of the stars.

What happens next is as mind-blow-
ing as the original and features some
amazing special effects created by
Richard Edlund, the man who did the

business on such films as Star Wars
and Close Encounters. Don't miss it!

Finally, a film with a game attached.

Ocean have already got the rights to

produce a game based on The Never-
ending Story, a new fantasy film in the

Dark Crysfaf mould.
It's all about a boy called Bastian

who discovers a book called The
NeverendingSloryin a bookshop. As
he reads it, he finds himself being
drawn into the land described in the

book — a land called Fantasia,

inhabited by many weird and wonder-
ful creatures including Teeny Weeny
and his racing snail and Falcor the

,

The film, made in Germany at a cost

of $27 million, features some stunning

models with more than a passing
resemblance to those you've prob-
ably seen in Dark Crystal.

All three films should be heading

lots of sequels are on the way too.

There's Terminator II with the very
busy muscle-man Arnold Schwarze-

negger who is also working on Conan
III. The Robert E. Howard heroine.

Red Sonja, featured in several Conan
stories, will also be getting her very
own movie. Then there's Alien II in

<^ %



MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE

221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor.
Cannock, Staffs WA11 2DD

Tel: 051-35 3577

U.S. GOLD SOFTWARE

RECORDMANIA
14 DAVYGATE CENTRE, YORK

(0904) 33993
Best these price; - minimum eider £5

SPECTRUM -awe, aj

D,""*"* wi""™™ {SB ""»"' «"**** <>«

VIC 20 COMMODORE 64

S""* " TSw US BST^"T8raKZ. Ha

Recordmania. Please all™ MJeast 7 days for deliverv-

SOFTWARE
EXPRESS

SEND SAE FOR OUR PRICE LIST.

31 STONEYHURST ROAD
ERDINGTON, BIRMINGHAM B24 8HA (021) 384 5080



PALACE SOFTWARE PROUDLY PRESENTS

V*

. . . will be one ofTHE games of 1985 .

.

This one is HOTso don't miss Wbigh
Explore an entire'world in 'Cauldron'-The first game ever to feature

scrolling shoot-'em-up and platform jumping.

Available from all good Computer Games Shops or direct from Palace Software,
27S Pentonville Road, London N1 9NL.

Dear palace Software,

Please send me the following cassette(s) :-

Cauldron (CBM 64)

Cauldron (Spectrum)

Evil Dead (CBM 64)

Evil Dead (BBC)

Valkyrie17(CBM64)
Valkyrie17 (Spectrum)

9E7.99
SE7.99
9E6.99
8E7.99
8E9.99
©E9.99

Please add 80p P&P to your order. Payment
by cheque to Palace Software, Postal Order
or by Access/Barclaycard No.

Name:
Address:

.

SSnS
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Nice Password.

Shame about the Identity.

It's a unique combination.
Your Special Identity Number

and Persona] Password. The valu-

able key to huge databases teeming
with activity, set on our Mainframes
across the nation.

On Micronet 800, you're a
valued individual, adding your own
special flavour and personality to

the database.

Take our exciting new "Gal lery"-

You control your personal screens

for all to see. The intriguing "Chatline"

public conversation service gives

you freedom to express your views
and meet some remarkable people.

All part of a tremendous Com-
munications section (hat networks
you to 50,000 Micronet and Prcstcl

users across the country. Try Tele-

shopping, or interview celebrities

live on "Celebrity Chatline" every
Wednesday night.

And there's FREE (&. instant)

National Electronic Mail, plus Inter-

national Telex, and the Contact and
SwapShop bulletin boards.

Get computer news first on
Micronet' s daily (and controversy

"

"Newsflashes" and read up on the

latest reviews and courses. Feast

from our regularly changing menu of

programs to download straight into

your micro - absolutely free.

You also get access to Educa-
tional Computing's "'School Link"

and Prestefs huge 300.000 page

database, including world news,

business & share bulletins and

optional homebanking. For only

£16.50 per quarter, that's less than

the price of a daily paper!

Micronet is unique amongst
networks and bulletin boards as it

keeps yourphone costs very low with

special local* rate calls whenever

you connect up - that's around 40p
for a whole hours entertainment

each evening.

The only accessory you need is

a Modem, to get the best value for

money around in mi"
"

Fill in the coupon for the full

facts and send to Micronet 800. 8

Herbal Hill, London EC1 R5EJ. F

be warned, Micronet 800 is a 'living'

service with ever-expanding fea

tures. So maybe you'd be better ti

call in at your local Micronet 800
Action Station. There are thousands

ofMicrone tiers waiting to meet y<



See Micronet 800 in action!



CHESS
the

of chess computers
iu that their machines
5t in the world while
are telling you that

. Look instead, they cry, at thi

impiessive range of features ou
machines offet, admire their elegan
styling in Nicaraguan Badger wood
thrill as they hum selections from Th.

Sound of Music.
:ond group h

king i

e not the strongest around. For the
average buyer strength should not be
everything. There are a lot of other
factors to be considered — although I

have never been that keen on Julie

Andrews myself.
All this may be (rue, but you cannot

get away from the fact that in the
world of chess computers there is

nothing more intriguing than pitting

sitting back to watch the result. So it

is not suprising that there have been
many official and unofficial computer
championships held over the last IE

the Fourth World

Games Limited and Langs Supreme
Whisky with help from Stakis Hotels,
the Turing Institute and Strathclyde
University. The Championship
formed part of the centenary
celebrations of the Scottish Chess
Association which organises play for

mere humans north of the border.
They held other commemorative
events throughout the year including

grand master Lev Psakhis and a four
player contest on the summit of Ben
Nevis.

Meanwhile, back at the hotel, the
early leader was Richard Lang's
Psion program running on a Sage II.

In round one, it defeated the
Spracklens' Private Line with some
incisive play in a level looking
position. In round two, it dethroned

retreating and accurate tactics after a
dodgy opening.
The tournament was played under

the Swiss system where competitors
with the same score are paired in

each round. This ensures that most of
the top players will get to play each
other and often produces a clear
winner from a large field in only a few
rounds. So in round three, Psion was
faced with Ulf Rathsman's Princhess
X whii "

"

the vital a2-g8 diagonal for the
moment, but it soon threatens to

come to c4 and so wins the rook in

exchange for itself.

44 Be4-c6 c4-c3 45 BcG-bS RaSxbS 46
a4vbS c3-cZ 47 Rd8-c8 c2-cI-Q 48
RcSxcl BgB-fi 49 Rel-cl Bfl-eS 50
Rc7-c8 Kh8-g8
Now (and r

s. The: thebes gam

Mi npu t Che
t the Stakis

Ingram Hotel, Glasgow in the autumn

in micro-chess were there — the only
important absentees were the Novag
machines from Hong Kong which
would certainly have been in with a
chance of some of the top prizes. The
manufacturers gave no less than

makes you wonder how anybody
else could have decided to tum up!
To be fair, Novag have been very
active in entering their machines for

strength a
weU as better l

The final line-up" in Gl<

featured 19 entries from half a
countries. No fewer than six i

diffei ....

computers, while Ulf Hathsman of
Sweden provided three assorted
competitors. Others confined
themselves to one effort which, when
you think of the work involved in

giving birth to a halfway decent
chess program, is no surprise.

)f this magnitude needs

White: Psion
Black: Piinchesa X
English Opening
1 c2-c4 c7-e5 2 Nbl c3 NgS-fG 3
Ngl-f3 Nb8-c6 4 e2-e3 dl-d6 S d2-d4
BcB-15 6 Bfl-e2 Qd8-d7 I 0-0 BfB-e7
8 d4xe5 d6xe5 9 Qdlxd7+ Bf5xd7 10
Nc3-d5 Be7-d8 11 b2-b3 0^) 12 Bcl-b2
White has a nice bind on the

position and the knight on d5 is his

star piece. Black must strive to get
shot of it without making too many

IS... Bd7-g4 13 h2-h3 Bg4-e6 14
Nf3xe5 Nc6xe5 15 Bb2xeS NfSxdS 16
c4xd5 Be6*dS II Ral-cl el-c6 IB
Be2-d3 Bd8-g5
The knight has gone, but White

now has the better posted bishops
and a mobile king's side pawn
majority to work with.

19 EH Bg5-d3 20 g2-g4 Bd8-b6 21
Kgl-fZ RfB-cS 22 g4-gS Bb6xe3+ 23
Kf2xe3 f7-f6 24 g5vfG g7xf6 25
Rfl-gl-f KgB-h8 26Rgl-g5ReBxeS +
27 RgSxeS f6xeS 28 I4xe5
Black has recovered his material

after some tactical adventures but
White's passed king's pawn and

28... Ra8-g8 29 Bd3-£S aZ-a5 30 h3-h4
Rg8-g3 + 31 Ke3-f4 Rg3-f3+ 32
Kf4-g5 aS-a4 33 b3xa4 BdSxa2 34
h4-h5 Rf3-g3+ 35 Kg5-f6 Rg3-g8 36
hZ-h6 Rg8-fB+ 37 Kf6-g5 RfB-gB+ 38
Kg5-f4 RgB-a8 39 Bf5-c2 cG-CS 40
Bc2-e4 Ra8-a5 41 Kf4-f5 b7-b6 42 Rcl-
dl Ba2-g8 43 Rdl-dS c5-c4
Black keeps the white bishop off

us] would take off the bishop
and allow Black to struggle on a Utile

longer. Instead, Psion sees that by
doing nothing for a couple of moves
he can force Black to walk straight

into checkmate.
51 KfS-f6 KgB-fB 52 e5-e6 KfB-g3 53

Exhausted by this notable effort,

Psion stumbled in round four and lost

to the Elite X, another Spracklen
production, which itself went into a
clear lead with 3M paints.

At the other end of the tournament,
the play was a lot less refined but

there was still a lot of fun to be had.
Take a look at this clash between two
back markers from round Ave.

IE Softw.White: Intelligen

Black: Chessnnt 3
Queen's Gambit, Chigorin Defence
1 d2-d4 d7-d5 2 c2-c4 Nb8-c6 3
Nbl cS d5xc4 4 d4-d5 Nc6-e5 5
Ngl-n H-fG 6 NOxeS f6xeS I e2-e4
NgB-f6 8 Bflxc4 Bc8-g4
This game could be subtitled "How

to get a lost position in eight moves
without really trying" With 9 Qdl-b3,
probably followed by ID dS-d6.
White might have brought the roof
down even more quickly. Still, he
does not do badly.

9 G-13 Bg4-h5 10 Qdl-b3 b7-bG 11

Qb3-a4+ Qd8-d7 12 Bc4-b5 0-0-0



checkmate and force the lady to give
herself up voluntarily instead?

13 Qa4-xa7 Qd7xb5 14 Nc3xb5
Nf6xd5 15 Qa7-aS + KcS-d7 16
Qa8xd5 + Kd7-c3 17Qd5-c6 RdB-dl +
18 Kelxdl KcB-dS 19 Nb5xc7 Bh5-f7
20 Kdl-cZ KdS-c8 2 1 Nc7-a6 + KcS-dB
22 Rhl-dl t Bf7-d5 23 RdlxdS mate.
Black gave up every piece that he

Nd2-e4 ql g(i 31 Rc7-d7 Bffi-ha 32
Rc2-c7 Bh8-f6 33 Rdlxhl Qd5-dl + 34
Qg4xdl Bf6-e7

There is something rather
endearing about the way in which a

35 Rc7xe7 RiB-(5 36 Re7-g7 + Kg8-f8
37 Qdlxd6+ KfB-eB 38 Qd6-e7 mat.

Rel-al g7-g6 50 h2-h3 Kd6-c7 51

g2-g4 fSxg4 52 h3xg4 Kc7-b7 53
Ral-bl + Kb'i-cb 54 Rbl-al Kc6-b6 55

Ral-bl + Kb6xa7 56 Kgl-f2 Ra8-f8 +
57 Kf2 g3 Rf8-f7 58 g4-g5 Rfi-fS 59

Kg3-g4 Ka7-a6 60 Rbl-dl Rf5-f7 61

Rdl-bl

± Thing; :ouId have been
in the next I

So £ 3 (ha

Chess

At the more accomplished end of
the table, the start of round six saw
Elite X, Psion and the German entry,

Mephisto A, tying for the lead with
four points apiece. Elite X found
Princhess X a tougher opponent than
had Psion.

White: Princhess X
Black: Elite X
Sicilian Defence, Morra Gambit
Declined
1 e2-e4 c7-c5 2 d2-d4 cSxd4 3 c2-c3
d4-d3 4 Bflxd3 Nb8-c6 5 Ngl-13
Ng8-f6 6 Bcl-f4 d7-d6 7 0-0 e7-e5
8 Bf4-g3 Bf8-e7 9 Nbl-a3 Nf6-h5 10
Qdl-e2 Nh5xg3 11 h2xg3 0-0 12 Ral-dl
Bc8-e6 13 b2-b4 a7-a6 14 Bd3-c4
Qd8-d7 IS Bc4xeG flxe6 16 Na3-c4
Qd7-c7 17 Qe2-e3
White is pressing hard, particularly

against the weak b6 square. Black
now tries to break free by

r board looked like this. Sharing
the lead on VA were Princhess X,

Psion and Mephisto A followed half a

point behind by Conchess X and~
i X. Thanks to the S-

the 1 aders lired t jether

off a very def
11.., Nc6xb4
Nb6xaS Rf8x

18 Nc4-b6 Nb4xa2
8 20 Rdl dZ

•

2 ' ~ /»

t 1 1
t

| 4
x ©at
5 £11

Black has a bishop and two pawns
for his rook but, unfortunately for

him. his knight is trapped and 20...

Na2xc3 would be met by 21 Rfl-cl

and 22 Rd2-c2 sending the horse to

the knacker's yard.

20... Qc7-c4 Rfl-al Na2xc3 22 Rd2-c2
Qc4xe4 23 Qe3xc3 Qe4-dS 24 Qc3-b4
b7-bS 25 Ral-cl a7-a5

Black is now a whole rook down,
although he has four pawns

As il

t stopped
tracks as White gets his rooks
working together and goes for the

guaranteeing a tense finish.

As events developed, the last

round began to bear a strange

resemblance to the closing stages of

leaders take quick draws to ensure
some share of the prize money rather

than go for a glorious win and risk

ending up with nothing. First

Princhess X v Mephisto A then Psion

v Conchess X were agreed drawn, so

attention turned to Elite X v Mephisto
B.

White: Elite X
Black: Mephisto B
French Defence, Advance Variation
1 e2-e4 e7-e6 2 dZ-d4 d7-d5 3 e4-e5

c7-c5 4 d4xc5 NbB-c6 5 Ngl-f3 BfSxcS
6 Bfl-d3 n-f5 7 0-0 Ng8-e7 8 a2-a3 0-0

9 bZ-b-1 Bc5-b6 10 Bcl-b2 Ne7-g6 11

b4-b5 NcG-e7 12 Qdl-d2 Qd8-c7 13

Rfl-cl a7-a6 14 c2-c4 d5-d4 15 c4-c5

Bb6-a5 16 Qd2-e2 Ng6-f4 17 QeZ-c?,

Ba5-c3 18 Nblxc3 d4xc3 19 Qc2xc3
Ne7-d5 20 Qc3-b3 Nf4xd3 21 Qb3xd3
Rf8-d8

In return for the sacrificed pawn.
Black has a strong knight and a lot of
active play. White's queen's side

pawns look over extended.
22 a3-a4 Nd5-f4 23 Qd3-c2 RdS-d5 24
Bb2-d4 Bc8-d7 25 c5-c6 b7xc6 26
bSxc6 Qc7xc6 27 Qc2xc6 Bd7xcG 28
Rclxcfi NH-e2+29 Kgl-hl Ne2xd4 30
Nf3xd4 Rd5xd4 31 RcGxeG
The smoke has cleared and White

is a pawn up in a double rook ending
with slight winning chances. His king
should have gone to fl rather than hi

on move 29. In the ending the king
must be used actively.

31... KgS-f7 32 ReG-cG Rd4-e4 33
Rc6-c7+ Kn-fB 34 fZ-f4 Re4xf4 35
Rc7-c5 Ra8-efl 36 Rc5-c6 ReSxeS 37
RcGxaG Re5-e2 38 Ra6-a6 + Kf8-f7 39
Ra8-a7+ Kfl-fG 40 Ral-bl Rf4-e4 41

Khl-gl Re4-e7 42 Ra7xe7 KIGxe7 43
Rbl-al Ke7-d6
With the material balanced again.

Black should have no trouble
drawing. His active king can cope

44 a4-a5 Hd6-c7 45 aS-a6 Re2-e8 45
Ral-bl Ra8-bE 47 Rhl-el
A double mistake. Black should not

have offered to exchange rooks and
White should have accepted once he
had We shall see why a little later.

47... Kc7-dG 48 a6-a7 Rb8-aB 49

Black has been a pawn up for si

i but ith ri aope (

. Now hgaining n
finds the only way of losing —
exchanging rooks. The black king is

a spectator for the rest of the game.
61... R17-b7 G2 Rblxbl Ka7xb7 63

Kg4-f4 KbZ-c6 64 Kf4-e5 Kc6-c5 G5

KeS-fS KcS-d4 66 KfB-gl Kd4-e4 67
Kg7xh7 Ke4-f5 G8 Kh7-hG Kf5-e5 69

Kh6xg6 Ke5-e6 70 Kg6-h7 Ke6-d5 71

gS-gG Kd5-e6 72 gG-g7 Black resigns

Not a classic game, not even a

particularly good one, but typical of

the fighting chess found throughout
the tournament. It seems that the

endgame is still a big weakness with

most programs.

was a four way tie between Elite X,

Mephisto A. Princhess X and Psion.

Each winning programmer received
a Caithness Glass Bowl from
Professor Monroe Newborn, the

ir Chess i. At the

-nly one
of the four winners available in the

shops was the Mephisto A. Now
there is a version of Psion available

for the Sinclair QL and the Princhess

X is available for the Conchess

* the

rely in their centenary year,

by Geoffrey Bulmer of Dunfermline
lid friend Chessnut 3. It

>uld 1 chur:

that this was the only entry

eligible for the prize.

Full results: 1-4 Elite X, Mephisto A,

Princhess X, Psion Chess 5; 5-7

Conchess X, Elegance, Elite Y 4 1
/;;

S-10 Mephisto C, Private Line, Sargon
III (Apple He) 4; 11-12 Mephisto B,

Sargon III (Macintosh) 3'A; 13-15

Conchess Y, Intelligent Chess
Software, Sargon 111 [Compag] 3'/i;

16-18 Colossus 2.1, L'Empereur,
Orwell 2: 19 Chessnut 3 Vi.
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Meet the Gang!

1ST EVER MULTI-ROLE ARCADE ADVENTURE
Includes Hit Single on reverse "Everyone's A Wally" performed by Mike Berry

Spectrum48K£9.95

Commodore 64 £9.95

Available Shortly On Amstrad CPC 464 44 The Broadway. Bracknell. Berks. 0344 427317
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Our man in America, Marshal M.
Rosenthal, has been delving
into the magical world of
computer animation and visited
the company who put the word
special into special effects for
TRON and The Last Starfighter

I own Super-8 movies as a kid.
XMy friends and I would dress up
and run around screaming and
shouting, playing spacemen and
gladiat

I fry ti lo special effects, like

mera on and off to make
r and disappear.

at single frame, the cards moved all

by themselves, while mysterious
lights seemed to dance around them
We didn't know it ihen, but our

of the future, when not just lights, but

artificially.

Animation effects have been used
for almost as long as films have been

even puppets, for spaceships and
monsters — the serials of the 30s and
40s could never have gotten along
without them! Others turned to the
cartoon artist/animator to create that

which only existed as fantasy.
Animation could be used to bypass

such as the flyinga difficult e:

sequt of ely
:. Here,

animators were called into levitate the
Man of Steel because the directors
had been told that live action was out
of the question. So whenever
Superman flew, it was actually an ani-
mated figure that went up, up and

Years later came Star Wars which
revived many of the old serial sci-fi

techniques of matt paintings, minia-
tures and models. Jaded fans continue
to demand the Moon and so
computers have stepped in with new

Stani this
is Digital Produc .___,

company that designed the awesome
computer-generated effects for The
Last Starfighter.

For those unfamilier with the movie,
we watch boy-meets-girl, boy-meets-
alien, boy-gets-girl and saves the Uni-
verse. In a Srar Wars-like scenario,
aliens battle each other amidst the
stars and space destroyers blast at
planets and fighting ships. A
pedestrian automobile even turns into

What

the Elm i

John Whitney Jr. is president of
Digital Productions based in Los
Angeles. California His interest in
films and computers comes from 20
years of on hand experience His
father was an experimental filmmaker
and the first to use a mechanical

artwork in the early 1960s.
Whitney Jr. conceived and laid out

the construction for a hybrid optical
printer which was the forerunner of
the film printer Digital uses today Co-
founder Gary Demos used to be a

the US and wrote the firm's software.
He also developed the two-dimen-
sional data input used on the Nasa
Space Shuttle.

Together, their process, the
'

The heart of all this is the liguid-

cooled Cray X-MP computer. Don't
expect one of these next birthday —
this baby costs about 12 million
dollars! Which is why Digital —

nsibly-
Previo

ONE BUI
A full a

isly only i

[ONc, ;ond.
of data entry, encoding

oiiu inuviK previewing workstations
are also part of the set-up A Ramtek
HM94S0 imaging/graphics display
system ailows technical directors to

fore they

The a:

:o film.

ere created totally it.

The "Starfighter".

s that 3D images. Digital Pn
-tolly t.

approximately four megabytes p
frame. Hardware also includes
1560x2084 pixel by 10 bit/color fil

recorder and a high speed custo
interface to the Cray.
To most people, TRON was



MEGASAVE FANTASTIC SAVINGS MOUNT CHALLENGE
The story so far: 48K SPECTRUM

his nemly

(earless mountaineer slates, "people risked their lives to

100% Machine Code 89 Sc.eens Keyboard Ofl

SOFTWARE WORLD
12 ETHEL STREET. BIRMINGHAM 62. TEL: 021 643 7559
FOR ALL POPULAR MICRO HARDWARE, PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE

C. SPECTRUM AND TEXAS

SOFTWARE AT
AMAZING PRICES!

(i.e. Atari from £4.00]

lO'ill DISK DRIVE P.

Sound & Graphics Dem.

£249.99
800XL/1010 RECORDER P

Sound & Graphics Dome

£129.99
800XL COMPUTER

""' £99.99™""

LL LATEST ATARI SOFTWARE INCLUDING
U.C.S. CARTRIDGES, IN OUR NEW 1ST

FLD8R ATARI CENTRE

ATARI BOOKS &
MAGAZINES

ANTIC
ANALOG
PAGE 6

ATARI USER
(inc BACK ISSUES)

PLACE YOUR
REGULAR ORDER
WITH US NOW

BACK If) STOCK
Alan Technical Ref. Notes 17.00

^RMCWM.
17.20

ATARI STOPPRESS
M.P.P. PRINTER l/FACE 69.99
R-VERTERR5 232 l/FACE 59.99
U.S.DOUBLER 79.95
(converts 1050tod/d)
MINOR MIRACLES WS
MODEM 49.99

MINER 2049'erlcartl 17.95
BOUNTY BOB STRIKES
BACK (cart) 49.95

GHOSTBUSTERS I disk] 14.95
DROPZONE Ic/ctl 9.95/14.95
POLE POSITION

(c/d) 9.95/14.95
MR.DO(d/d] 9.95/14.95
SPIDERMAN
w. GRAPHICS (d! 17.95

ATARI SELECTEO CARTRIDGES



than six minutes used. Whitney and
Demos were both consultants for the
Disney film which used various
computers to generate the different
images. It t

a bit as ma.
TRONs computer generated effects

averaged about seven thousand poly-
gons per frame, each polygon repre-

'build"
the surface of the object. There wasn't
really any texture — the objects were
unnaturally bright and definitely
other-worldly.

This was okay since TRON didn't
have to seem realistic.

Srarfighter; on the other hand, had to
co-exist in the real world. Digital

created over 300 scenes, the average
special effect frame having some 350
thousand polygons.
An extra bonus was that Digital's

work saved the production company
"

t. Intact, Sra " '

theai it of si :r Wait

HOW IT WORKS
dimensional w

The
Let's look at just how this a

The first thing is to thoroughly production designer will look th;s
understand what effects are called for over, reviewing the composition
and to make a detailed analysis of the lighting, and overall "look",
scenes in which they are to appear. Then the Cray goes into actor. The
Adrafterencoder(DE)thentakesan technical director decides en an

inventory of all the parts needed for object's colour and what lend o\
the scene and assembles a detailed texture it should have. The Cray than
blueprint, almost as if he were going grinds out the algorhythms needed to

-' model by hand.

:-,':-:<-
c^rrb red with other actions using an
optical printer.

D;cr.tal hopes to soon complete the
development of a printer that will

simultaneously merge live action from
outside sources with the computer
ic.ago! eliminating the loss of a gene-
ration ar.d additional post-production

What about the future? Hopes for

digitising a human being remain high.

W-.tc- admits, though, that full scale

people"' digitised images are still a
years off. Even StaiSghter had to

ir by the DE w
This it

VAX 11/782 ci

electronically linked tc

Each fine can be n

every part must be accounted for.

This is a painstaking, demanding task
that takes weeks, often two to three

10 thou md calculations per colour —
r.ake vith

then used to print the

35mm Cinemascope col
result is a simulated s

iwy forms in

But once this becomes possible, he
expects it to have an incredible
impact on moviemaking, on the whole
visual industry.

Imagine James Bond stunts wholly
executed by the computer — even
long-dead actors resurrected. And all

with the "solid" appearance of reality.
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NTERTAINMENT PACK)
ID Joystick C7.3H

BE PRICE [KLC 1600) [6Q.GC

£69

ji

ATARI 800XL AND Rl )ER PACK
AM 800X1. - PROS. RECORDER PICK

Itabon to Programming 1 , . . . El9M

CKAGE PRICE «LC 1010) E1M.M

£129

L<

1

ATARI 800KL AND DISK DRIVE PACK— ATARI BOOXL I DISK DRIVE PACK

Homo Fili.i;. Manager iD] E24 99

HI PACKS -POWER WIT!

E
HOWIHgOCKr

:
F.

.,- .-...-.- .-. ..!,.

^WBTiTfflnTWT!'
ORDER NOW-OR SEND FOR OUR FREE ATARI BROCHURES

G ON MAIL OROERS

W 01-309 1111 -x§»'L



At 81. IB hours on the evening of May
lBth 1943 8 [light of specially prepared
Lanoaawr bombers left Scampton
Airfield for Germany. After months of

planning and preparation Wing



You will have to fly aaroas Europe at

Ion level to avoid radar; lookout (or the
deadly MB109 night fighters, dodge

barrage balloons, spotlights and flak.

At the target you will need all your

© ©"©© "sss"
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Send us your best screen design, on cassette or disk, by

30th June 1985, to the address below. It may become

one ot the best British screens to be included on

'CHAMPIONSHIP LODE RUNNER', for release by

Ariolasott later this year. A prize of a Mini Krugerrand

will also be awarded for each screen used.
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You have kindly "volunteered" for the job of
Chief Bomb Disposer In this game of skill and
strategy. Use the Z X ; and / keys to defuse
the bombs in order, but be careful where
you leove your radioactive trail.

The program contains all the instructions
to play the game, and even has a
demonstration mode, so Just type in the

14'RER[-> CGI

,14. 26,1, 20,3, 9,1

1,2'FRJNT STRING!

"IF 1>EM0=1 THEM E



DEFUSE! ;nl..|-:r erc.h of the i

> M-:.4J FiHl",' P;-:=t THEN

NT "PRESS THE J

THE REACTORS

1TE 15,1 PRINT "

JOS THEN GQSUB .

4
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Spectrum-Commodore 64-BBC/Electron-Amstrad
The ultimate flying experience
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We'lltakeyou beyond
theSpectrum.

Fourgreat new add-onsfrom Ram, Number One in everythmgfor the

Spectrum...

TURBO INTERFACE
Outperforms any other Spectrum interface. Sup ports Kern pston,

Protek, Interface 2 and ROM cartridge software, with a full expansion busat

the rear. The Turbo works with two standard joysticks, making the most of the

Quickshot ll's rapid-fire action. Features a unique built-in power safety

device. Amazing value at £22.95.

QUICKSHOT IIAUTO RAPID-FIRE JOYSTICK
Tne top games joys tick with its sleek I rigger fire button and an auto-fire

switch for continuous shooting- a snip at only£9.95.

SPECTRUM INTERFACE
This Kempston-compatible interface adds real games power to your

Spectrum. Costs just £9.95.

SPECTRUM UPGRADE KIT
Boost your 15K Spectrum to a full 48K, allowing you to run all the latest

and greatest software Only £21.95
Where can you get your hands on Ram's amazing Spectrum add-ons?

You can see themat branches of Boots. Menzies, Greens. SpectrumGroup
computer centres, and good computer stores everywhere

Ram Elect

e Spectrum Turbo Interfaced at £22.95.

QuKk5hotllJoyshckls|at£9.95.

Spectrum Interface® at £955.

tilps-ad rP+Pt&Ovm sis)TOTAL£

Olenck.se cheque/postal order O charge my Access/VisaX 1 1 1 1 Mill
EipiryDate

.

,.,,

Pnsttnde

Tolaphnnp

Ram Becomes (Fleet) Ltc

(DeptCWI), 106 Fleet Road, I

Fleet, HampshireGU13BPA |

aJeara? Etpor! enquiries n&owt

'.\T^
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RUNS ON A SPECTRUM

BY DAVID LYTTLE



5 LET t=0
10 FOR i=USR "a
20 READ a: POKE
30 NEXT i

40 IF t<>9806 THEN PRINT "THE

GRAPHICS HAVE BEEN TYPED IN WRO

NGLY": BEEP 0.5,0: STOP
144 DATA 56,116,126,96,60,24,25

145 DATA 52, 26, 29, 2B, 36,, 130,

146 DATA 14,31,31,31,14,0,0,0
147 DATA 0,127,56,46,124,0,0,0
148 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,255
149 DATA 16,16,16,16,16,16,16,:

150 DATA 4, 130, 127, 130,4,0,0
DATA 28,46, 126,6,60,24,63,6

|

152 DATA 20,44,92,!

153 DATA 28,28,28,28,12,8,8,24
154 DATA 56,56,56,56,48, 16, 16,2

|

155 DATA 0,32,32,36

156 DATA 0,4,20,42,82,73

57 DATA 63,64,63,64 32 32 fin t. , ,<M*,,5Z, 32, 88,1

-38 DATA 252,2,252,2,4,4,26,225
59 DATA 85,85,84,20,1,85,85 85
60 DATA 0,32,67,254,67,32,0 O

DATA 15,16,224,166,127,28,2

b2 DATA 255,0,0,0,255,0,0,0
63 DATA 240,8,5,98,252,56,24,0
64 DATA 24,24,126,126,24,24,24

200 REN titles
205 INK 3: BRIGHT 1

210 PLOT 8,167: DRAW 0,-16: DRA"16,-8; DRAW 0,-32: DRAW -8,-8
DRAW 24,0: DRAW 0,16: DRAW B,DRAW 0,-16: DRAW 24,0.- DRAW -B

1: DRAW 0,48: DRAW 8,8: DRAW -3
O: DRAW 8,-8: DRAW 0,-24: DRAW
-8,o: DRAW 0,16: DRAW -32 16
220 PLOT 72,159: DRAW 16,0: DRA

I 0,-4Bl DRAW 8,0; DRAW 0,48:
>W 16,0: DRAW -8,-8: DRAW 0,-4
DRAW -8,-8: DRAW -8,0: DRAW -

8: DRAW 0,40; DRAW -8 8
230 PLOT 120,159: DRAW -8,-8-

ftAW 0,-40: DRAW -8,-8: DRAW 16
: DRAW 0,40: DRAW 8,8: DRAW 8DRAW 0,-40: DRAW -8,-S: DRAW
, O: DRAW 0,48: DRAW -8,8: DRAW
8,0: DRAW -8,-8: DRAW 0,8
240 PLOT 160,159: DRAW 8,0: DRA

W 8,-8: DRAW 0,-8: DRAW -8,0- DRAW 0,8: DRAW -8,0: DRAW 0,-40- DRAW 8,0: DRAW 0,8: DRAW 8,0: DRA
Sa2'"S

:

o
DR0W "S^S: DR'AW -8,0- DRAW -8,8: DRAW 0,40= DRAW 8 8

250 PLOT 184,159: DRAW 8,0: DRAW 0,-24: DRAW 8,8: DRAW 8,-8: DRAW 0,-32: DRAW -8,0: DRAW O 32-DRAW -8,-8: DRAW 0,-24: DRAhT~l6
DRAW 8,8: DRAW 0, 48

' PLOT 216,135: DRAW 8,0: DRA
.,„ 'Z^ ! DRAW s .16: DRAW 8,0: DRAW -o.2,-56: DRAW -32,8: DRAW 24
K: DRAW 16,24: DRAW -8,24
999 INK 7: BRIGHT O
1000 FOR i=l TD 3
1010 FOR j = l TO 7: PAUSE 2: PR I*.T AT 13,0; INK j; D. LYTTLE coicepts and program S. LYTTLE pa

1020 NEXT J: NEXT i
1030 PRINT AT 21, Oj FLASH 1;"N0W

J LOADING PROGRAM PLEASE WAIT
il040 INK OJ PRINT AT 19 O
fl 1050 LoAD ....



1 .ET h*>10 »
U
7; LE r cc.„ LIT D l=15

:
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RUNS ON A COMMODORE 64
BY PAUL HAMMOND
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BLAGGERGOESTO

In classic movie tradition, sii 3D and big sound soundtrack with 4 way scrolling action
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A CHAL\ENG1NG 3DACTI0N STRATEGY PROGRAM FORYOUR CBM 64
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Control ^^^
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PSB-E-V-I-E-W-S

Suddenly a whole bunch
of software lor the dear
old Texas materialised In

the office. So we dusted
;hine. sat our

long standing Texas
reviewer, DENNIS
HEMMINGS, down in

front of the

and told hiir

with it! So h

hottest games around
for the Tl. And you Just

n't believe i

• Value a
• Payability 8

Graphics 10
• Sound 9
• Value 10
• Payability 10

• Sound 8
• Value 9
• Play ability 9

• Graphics 9
• Sound nla

• Value 9
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• Graphics for

• Sound

• Play ability 10
liable
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Dear BH,
" was going to type in Gold Rash

le Spectrum torn your February
Book of Games but there were so
characters that I couldn't get on n
Spectrum keyboard. Please help.

CJ Ackers

The characters you mention an
user defined graphics, which
used to represent the pli

other objee ~
pressing a capital letter froi
U while in graphics mode, which
you enter with CAPS SHIFT-9. The
problem is that you won't know
which characters correspond to
which letters until the program is

in. So, enter the listing and leave
aces where the graphics should
i. Type RUN and, after a few
'conds, break in to the game. The
taracters should now be defined,
> enter graphics mode and press

the capital letters from A to U. Ton
should find that they produce
graphics, so you can go back to the
listing and enter the correct

Once everything is complete,
e theg

tape a,

Dear BH,
Last year you wrote an article about
buying software through modems. I

don't know much about this, so can
you please explain it again? Thank

AsifKhan.

Program Express launched a
machine in the middle of last year
which was based on a system
known as EDOS, which stands for
Electronic Distribution of Software.
The idea is that the micro shop has
a machine connected to the EDOS
computer in Edinburgh by >
modem. If you want to buy a game,
you load a blank cassette into the
machine, pay your money and a
copy of the game is transferred to
tout tape. This means that the
bops can always have the latest

lames in stock, but newer be
iverstocked, which costs money.
lot a lot happened on the EDOS
cene and everyone lost interest.
lut it seems that the company Is

fell and truly convinced of the
dea, and they told me at the recent
LET show that yon will see EDOS

e shops any day

Incidentally, Program Express
now has a competitor. Soft Store is

based on a similar principle, but ni

modems are used. All the games
are held in a special ticket-

operated machine. You buy a ticke
and stick it in the machine along
with a blank tape. Rosetech, who
make the machines, say that
instead of updating by telephone,
someone will come round to the
shop with a special disk and
update the machine whenever new

Seems a step in the wrong

Dear BH,
Is it possible tt

bytes that exist

having to cony

e machine code
lemory without

Yes, it is. Use the CODE
statement in the SAVE command.
Type SAVE "name" CODE

is will si e the,
mory starting at addrei
untinuing for yyyy bytes. The
of the file on tape or

ill be "name". So, for

example, to save a block of 5000
bytes starting from address 30,000
under the name of TEST, type
SAVE "TEST" CODE 30000, 5000

Dear BH,
My 64 wont load games. Well
actually it will load about half i

games 1 buy but the rest wi
They load on my friends'

computets. I have had my cassette
recorder replaced but still nothing
works. Please help.

Timothf Miller

1 lonri

If you've replaced the cassette
recorder, then it probably isn't that

that's at fault. If the tapes load Into
a friend's computer then it can't be
that you have faulty copies.
Therefore, I suspect that It's

actually your micro that has the
problem. It's a fairly common
problem which your dealer should
be able to fix.

If the machine is under
guarantee then you're lucky. If it's

not, then phone around some local
shops first and get the best price.
And make sure that the shop will
guarantee its work.

Dear BH,
Please can you teU me how
programmers manage to ma
64 display a picture while it

loading a tape.

Jan Xennedy

Computers can only do 01

at a time, but they work so fast that

it looks as if they are doing more
than one thing at a time. For
example, if a picture is on the
screen while a tape is loading, the
computer has to keep reading data
from the cassette port and also

update the screen at the same time.
Obviously, the less things that the
64 is doing, the faster it can
complete the one thing that it is

actually doing. So, the machine
turns off the screen while loading
tapes to save time. However, some
programs load in a small loader
program which actually rewrites
part of the routine that tells the 64
how to load a tape. That routine is

almost the same as the original, but

manages to keep the display alive
while loading a tape.

I don't know of any utilities that

let you do the same with your own
programs, though you could try

adapting one of the cassettes you
already have.

Dear BH,
Since I bought a Cuirah
MicroSpeech for my Spectrum, I

have had a lot of problems loading
programs. Can you give me some

do about it?

n Th,

It depends on how bad the
problem really is, Brian. If it

means that some games will take
two or three attempts before they
load completely, then I could live

with the problem.
If it makes most of your software

totally unusable then you could
contact Welwyn Systems of
Tunbridge Wells, who have taken
over the Currah range, and ask
them for a replacement.

t^Sipd
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ARCADE ACTION 1

DRAGONBUSTERS!
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Imagine Software is available from:
mOlWORTH Wlls.VnH.VHIH'ffl.l.ASKYS.Rumbelows. COMETGREENS

Spectrum Shops and all good dealers.
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The micro's futuristic looks tend
to immediately set it apart from
the competition. The black

moulded case contains a built-in joy-
stick and four-colour keyboard,
based on the rubber-mat, Sinclair QL-
type keys.
A hinged plastic strip along the top

of the keyboard holds details of the
eight function keys which, combined
with "Shift", "Ctrl" and "Alt", allow
up to 33 functions.
A HOM port on the left of the

machine will initially contain the 1S-

BASIC cartridge, but leaves the way
clear for other plug-in language and
game cartridges at a later date.
Along the back are a number of

cassette recorders, TV,
hi-fi output, a power socket (for

external transformer), serial a

parallel ports, and edge coi
for two joysticks.

Unfortunately, the choice of mainly
edge connectors, rather than more
standard sockets, is probably
imply the necessity for intei

'

on the Spectrum. The first

most people will need will be
allow Atari-Type joysticks To
connected. Finally, to the right of i

machine is an expansion port
extra memory (up to a staggering
4Mbytes!), disc drives, and the like.

The basic processor is a Z80A
running at 4MHz. The
impressive chips on the
however, two custom-built chips
handle the sound and graphii
Additionally, the machini
complete with a word-r
chip. If there are no cartridges
plugged into the machine, then il

""

power up to the word processoi
This software has its faults ar

not particularly special, however
simple to use and has all the
features, so it will no doubt prove
be very useful. The programmer w
also find life easier by using the word
processor functions to edit BASIC
programs.
The graphics are all handled by a

custom-built chip, called Nick, which
offers a bewildering variety of
colours and resolutions. A two-colout
graphics screen gives eithe

"
columns (the latter using
much memory), but the n
colours displayed can be increased
to 4, 16 or 2E6 by halving the
horizontal resolution eaph time. Addi-
tionally, there are two text modes and
a Spectrum-like Attribute mode,
on the Enterprise, each eight-pixei
row of a character ceil can have its

own independent colours.

ENTERPRISE
The first few models of a new microcomputer, called The
Enterprise, are now starting to appear. Initially launched about 18
months ago, the computer has been plagued by delays and a
change of name. Nevertheless, with superb sound and graphics
capabilities, the Enterprise should fare well against more recent
arrivals, such as the Commodore 16 and Amstrad. MARCUS
JEFFERY investigates.

Those people wanting to
iwn games will find the Enterprise
very helpful. The 1S-BAS1C used is

highly structured, '

similarities to Pascal, and con
many commands not normally found.
Typical structures include a
DO . . LOOP, which may have the test

conditions, WHILE and UNTIL at the
start or end of the loop. Multi-line
IF. .THEN. .ELSE. .ENDIF, and
SELECT CASE structures are also
supported.
For graphics programming, the

main command to draw lines and
move the cursor is PLOT. This can
then be combined with such
commands as ELLIPSE and PAINT,
for filling shapes, or FORWARD,
BACK, LEFT and RIGHT for turtle

graphics.
vhan defining the number of

coloi

BITS!

small and just be shown
TV screen, possibly with other
independent pages, with different
colours and resolutions.
Alternatively a very large page

could be defined and the screen then

Then by redefining which part is to
be shown, scrolling can be achieved.
Many other possibilities exist, such

as displaying a sequence
cartoon animation, giving a very
flexible graphics system.
What game would be complete

without sound? Here again, the
Enterprise contains a custom-built
chip, this time called Dave, to deal
with things. With three sound and
one noise channel, the Enterprise is

immediately a rival to the BBC and
Commodore 64 machines, but with
multi-phase envelopes, ring modula-
tion and separate stereo output
channels — when sent through a hi-fi

system — the Enterprise leaps ahead
of the rest of the field. As with the
graphics, all the parameters are avail-

able through IS-BASIC, making the
programmer's job as easy as
possible.

Though an excellent machine for

both the programmer and the game-
player, the success of the Enterprise
will undoubtedly lie in the range of
software available for it. At present
this looks pretty bleak, but a number
of companies are supposedly work-
ing on games, and it is hoped that

Spectrum and BBC BASIC conversion
programs will soon be available,
opening up a wide range of
additional software.

93
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TWO YEARS ON!
The Adventure Helpline went into
action officially two years ago and
since then yout letters have been
arriving in ever increasing numbers.
Following the March Book of
Adventure, there was a five-fold
increase overnight! So please excuse
the delay if your reply was a little late

in arriving! I still (just) managed to
read all your letters, and I loved them!
Paul and Simon helped take the

strain and, along with some secretarial

help from Veronica Campbell (aged
IS, and not a coincidence!), all your
letters (well, nearly all) got answered.
But to help us help you in future, we're
doing something and ask you for

something in return 1

Please make sure your mail is solely
for the Helpline if you "

(no
iSE write clearly! There's nothing
e than struggling through a

it contribution will be to
duce to you, next month, a new
ber to the Helpline team! You've
i of him — now who could it be?

CHEATS CORNER
To Niall O'Niell of County Kildare, a T-

shirt. From Niall, this gem about the
hitherto unknown commands ZMOVE
and ZTAKE. If, in PMosopher's

i object, you willcommands w
immediately

Chris Merc
having gre
Castle of.

rery

rchant, like many others, is

it difficulty getting into the
error. But he has found his

r soup improves his score!

he types GET SOUP in the
lie cottage, he gains Eve points.

t 291 out of 290 before ceasing
pointless activity!" exclaims

"Remind Waldroid of FirelOf
says Paul Heyes ol

ircade game hasSheffield, "that if a

over a period of days." Paul claims to

have scored 57 million in three weeks,

playing Sabre Walt So there's us poor
adventurers struggling for months to

get a score of 100 in Hulk, while joy-

stick freaks are running up millions in

mere days! Is it fair? No, arcaders
cheat too! Paul admits he had the
"infinite lives" poke in!

Talking of cheating, Paul Coppins
asks: please don't write in asking for

the charts for Staicross. If you have a
genuine copy, you will have all the

necessary paperwork in the package.
So don't ask us to help you use an
illicit copy!

PAINFUL
PROBLEMS

Recent deaths at Leatherhead are
baffling a veritable constabulary! The
most frequent problem is how to

continue playing Sheilock into
Tuesday. Lestrade has the nasty habit
of wrapping the case up on Monday
evening, just as you were doing quite

well! So go along to Lestrade and
challenge his conclusions. Beware!
He will ask for proof, so you will have

KentiUa player Pauline Garnet!
wants to find the right key to open the
chest in Tyler's bedroom. She has the
blanket, but the key doesn't seem to

be within its folds, she Ends. Come on
now — who's got it? And. while we're
on the subject, who can help Mark
Bamfield across the moat?
"What are the shaving foam and

bullet proof vest for in Valkyrie 17'.

asks David Leech of Forest Hill, "and
how do you get past the border guard
in Carpathia? It's better than any other
game!"
fantasia Diamond is troubling W

Meek of Grimsby who cannot do
anything with the silver statue in the
woodland, whilst Jack Lockerby of
Aylesham is through the window, but
now he can't escape because he has
no weapon!
Eye of Zolton is killing Anthony

Jones of Eaglescliffe when he rows the
boat to the island. He can't get over
the castle wall either. Another castle,

one full of terror, is troubling Paul

Colette Mason of Droitwich poured
out all her Hulk frustrations when she
wrote to Helpline. "I have solved
many Adventures, but this one I just

can't fathom out. And another thing —
I HATE GAS!" A question that has
been cropping up frequently is: How
do you get through the Chief
Examiner's door in Hulk? Answer:

Phatoah's Tomb player Craig Davis
of Atherstone asks how do you
unblock the ice-tunnel, while Mrs
Woods of Croydon knows how to kill

the pirate in Heroes ofRam, but can't

do it as she can't End Khadim. Will

whoever had him last please put him
back?
Paul Clifford of Walsall says Spoof

has got to be the funniest game ever,

but he can't give the grail to Lancelot
and gets drowned every time he

ild friend the Rev Dave Byrne
has been spending a lot of time on
the beach recently a:

I the ! The t

playing
what one reviewer described as the

"easy" part of Macbeth, which
"shouldn't take more than an hour or

so for an experienced adventurer.
"Just who is the idiot who makes
these grades up?" asks Dave.
Ground Zero from Artie is coming

under attack from B Humphreys who
can't get a word out of his next door

Whenever he builds his shelter the

house falls down on him and when he

spade — and he can't find one either!

Robert Stanley of Aintree was still

awaiting his plea to be mentioned in

another Helpline column when he
read the March C&VG. "93% letters

answered?" he thought, "sounds
promising!" So he put pen to paper
again and, although I replied. I

couldn't help! So who can send him a
Message From Andromeda? He is

trying to open the square plate next
to the panel in the mirror room.
Gwyn Owen from Wembley has

received a knighthood from Lord



"Chubby" Fish and can't think of
what to do next? High attainers,

where are you?
D Parkes is worried about a friend

of his who has completed Quo Vadis?
After finding the much fabled golden
sceptre and £30,000, he took it to the
starting shaft and was confronted
with a message to the effect that he
hadn't really finished. "Press the
Return button", it continued. So he
did — and found himself back at the
start! Mr Parkes is concerned that his
friend, now standing on the ledge of
a tall building, will jump! is this yei
another of those "non-prize prize

"Has the magical lamp got anything
to do with getting the map in
Hewson's C-uesf?" asks Stephen
Randall of Co. Antrim. Help Stephen
find it and he will be able to complete
the whole Adventure.
Somewhere in the middle of a

thicket there is a cannibal village and

eating Bela Lund of Ross on Wye.
"How do I get past them fo find the
Babylon Jewels?" pleads Bela.

If you haven't tried Asylum(l or 2),

don't ever call an Adventure difficult!

Read this from a stricken player'
"How do I get the axe and stuff from
the circular passageway? What about

set off alarms and they all lead to
nowhere? Who do the footsteps
belong to, the ones you hear while
looking round the doors? And what
about the noise you hear when you
are heading to the Doctor's only door
— is it a coin dropping and, if so, do
you use it in the pay-phone?" Can
any brain surgeon help Martin Ward
of Famborough oul of the ward in
Asyla

~

old." Obstacles appear at

and Dave is hindered by an
trable ring of fire.

Euieka! is a game posing m 133 jo swvwnovi

Helpline! There
Adventures and anyone wl

The pleas are too nun.
mention, the clues availabl

to help!

PROBLEMS WITH
POSTCARDS!

Apoligies to anyone who has written
in to the Helpline recently, and had to

wait a long time for a reply! The
recent heavy increase in mail caused
such a drain on our reply postcards
that they completely ran out before
more supplies could be obtained!
Coupled with that, the Tandy had to

go to hospital for a few days, leaving
me without letter cataloguing
facilities and no Helpline Database!
At the time of writing, the Tandy

has returned from convalesc

3 Paul, Sirr

eofru
i I a

rcived.

rtfor is this i

Longworth of South Wirral who
covers a whole range of Adventures
Thanks, Tony, and if i

little

! Haven't you
nearly nine feet tall!

Dave Barker of Nunhead writes
about Faust's Folly. "The aforemen-
tioned disaster is for the 16k
Spectrum and is now three years

A CLUE OR A
CONUNDRUM?

Can you make head or tail of my
hints? Some like 'em easy, others
plead for a mere hint — the pleasure
they get from working out the answer
for themselves is worth the effort, so
they just want a little nudge! What do
YOU think? Clearer and easier, or
some of each?
Meanwhile, see what you make of

these. With thanks to: Eliot Hatton,

Thetford; A J Norris; Geoff Davis,

Bridgwater (did I get it right. Geoff?);
Graham Rae, Falkirk; Russell Wear,
Swindon; Honald Lee, Grimsby; and
thanks to the hundreds of other
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HACKING AWAY
ONMULTIVAX!

Mi<
essary hardware

»"Je called Hacker 20W. But in
Hacker, it is not Dryden nor Enter-
prise that is the host computer but
Multivax. an altogelher bigger

Multivax is a massive computer that
controls all mankind in a world
dominated by Androids and Thought
Police. People are either Proles or

You are a Prole and. determined to
become a Programmer, you illegally

line with the objective ol changing

Security isn't ail it might be. though,
for with perseverance Rover and I

found a terminal that someone had left

logged on. It didn't provide too much
information, but was useful in olher

So it was that I penetrated the
System Manager's office and eventu-
ally managed to enter the Multivax
Control Room — or rather Rover did
on my behalf.

I have also managed to LOGIN to
Multivax and this illicit operation gave
me just as big a thrill as if I had broken
into a real system! Unfortunately,
though, the thought Police have
removed the HELP facility and dis-
covering a valid command, let alone

nthe

Theg;le game starts with a Security AL_.
warning that hackers have broken into
the system The screen then clears to
the words: Insert USER IDENTITY
CODE That's it! You're on your own!
What follows simulates logging on

ssed.

know a valid ID (most unlikely when
you start), you must also know the
password to get any further. But there

conversation with Rover V. a friendly
Android with a sympathetic leaning
towards hackers Rover will work on
your behalf from within the Multivax
complex, feeding you back inform-
ation that will eventually enable you to
complete your quest.
You control Rover with Adventure-

type text commands, and he is your
puppet If you LOGOUT, you are
returned to the screen asking for your
ID - and no puppet to help! Thus, the
simulation of operating a terminal
seems very real.

Within the complex housing
Multivax are unfriendly Droids who
zap poor Rover at the very slightest
provocation. Rover must tread warily
along the corridors, in the hope of
Ending something that may be of
interest, something that will yield
enough vita] information to enable you

All this is implemented in a very
realistic way. with a cursor scanning
the screen ahead of the text, menu
entry options when a computer
confronts you, and a fair sprinkling of
sound effects throughout the game. I

found it great fun and a very refresh-
ing change.
Hacker 2000 is by Andy Mitchell.

For the BBC B. it is from Micrograf and
f thoroughly recommend it.

ADVENTURE
CHAT

Sometimes readers are so keen to put
their problems that they forget to
mention the game that's troubling
them! I pride myself on usually being
able to name the game from the
problem. So when Dominick Hardy
asked how to get down from the
window ledge and how to get past the
block in the cave. I replied with some
Pirate answers. Well, wouldn't you? I

got caught out! Colditz, a remarkably
different game from Pirate, has two
similar problems — though with
entirely different solutions, of course!
Vaughan Price from Neath wins a T-

sfurt for an interesting letter and says

He :

aved
a lot of money by buying c

recommendations.
Markuu Ilmanen of Turku in Finland

rates a tiger with toothache and a
mammoth jumping out of its skin, in
Lords olTime, high in the Adventure-
funnies stakes. Not so funny, though,
is what to give the jester, thinks
Markuu. 1 disagree! Perhaps the
answer is more than a joke, Markuu?
Kerry Savage turned arsonist as a

result of a recent Claymorgue clue 1

gave. Trying to dry the towel, he has
been burning everything in sight, with
no success towel-wise. Ashes and the
charred remains of bits of wood are
lying around all over the place and
still that towel is too damp for Kerry's
liking! If Kerry takes much longer
puzzling over it, I fear what he needs
may have turned to pumice! Martin
Chadderton of Selly Oak sent in some

the lever!" Oh-ho! Depends what
you're pulling the lever for!

Mr Gibson passes on some
comments about the trend towards
complex and increasingly difficult

games. This is no bad thing, he goes
on, but too many have a very difficult

problem shortly into the game. He
feels that the player should be drawn
into the game and encouraged until

ing of achievement. Examples of
games with hard early problems are
Pub Quest ("a disgraceful game"),
Mountain ol Ket and Heroes of Karn,
suggests Mr Gibson, who knows
many people who have paid out
£8-£15 only to see the opening scenes
before stopping dead.
There's an interesting talking point!

In fact, the Adventure Helpline was
originally set up with just the aim in

mind of helping people get the full

value out of their software, when they
had become genuinely stuck and
therefore unable to complete the
game for which they'd paid.
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don't forget io take Gizmo with you 1

Gremlins is from Adventure
International, and has graphics on
the Commodore 64, Spectrum and
Amstrad versions (price £9.95) and
in text only on the Commodore 16,
BBC and Election versions (once
£7.95).

Personal Rating: 9

Keith Campbell

Whodunnits seem to be all the rage at
the moment. Recently we've had
Witness, Deadline, Suspect Murder
on the Zindemeul, and Sherlock. The
latest in this growing range of
detective mysteries is Murder by the

I II you enjoyed the 61 _
I doublthal you will equally e
I Adventure 1

If you missed t

|
the next best thing is to ;

I Howarth, s the theme of the
...... ._.., w.u.-vly. especially ,r :...

| bi-guir.ng Ii W:;J -heielore be
ier to play if you HAVE seen the
i — if not, then you will find an
enture that is just that little bit
:e difficult.

. -our aim is to rid the world of
|

Gremlins, and, of course, everyone
knows there are some definite ways
to deal with them. This is a classical
text adventure in its own right, but
with the addition of some really
superb detailed graphics that are

into an arcade fan! They display
instantaneously, interact with the
plot, and have the added attraction
of animation which is applied in an
imaginative and often humourous
way.

In the Tavern, for example, you
are likely to meet up with the
"flasher"gremlin. who stands on the
bar-top opening and closing his
coat! Did I imagine it, or did he
occasionally have a dirty leer on his

Then there is the "poor taste"
side of the game, which I greatly
enjoyed — of course! Like the

| gremlin in the blender, who when
t, falls in head first. His

.cyo buuk out of the top, and start
I revolving! It quite reminded

separate mystery to solve. Up to four
people can play simultaneously,
racing to be the first to solve the
crime. A player making a false a<

After selecting the number of the
case to be attempted, the would-be
detective sets out with a note she
from a pad provided in the packag
On this is printed a map of the tow
together with space to scribble noti

under general headings such as Inter-

determined location, after a
introduction to the facts surrounding
the murder. I was investigating the
death of Otto Telcher, an indusl "

found run down in a parking lot, and
found myself in his house. I had a
choice of interviewing his widow,
son, or housekeeper; searching his
study, garage or kitchen; or moving to
another location. To choose which,
the appropriate option number is

The comput

of clue numbers
looked up in a book containing 700
two-line clues. After a set amount t

"

time elapses based on the number oi
clues offered, there is the additional
option of making an accusation. If this
is selected, in a multi-player game,
you announce who you think "duruut"
and explain why. You then look up th

by

There are plenty of other
locations to explore, including the
department store, cinema, swim-
ming pool, and oil station.

The game has a nice easy feel to it

being amusing and fairly

Games of detection are not guile
Adventures in the ordinary sense, but
require similar powers of logic and
deduction to solve. Their formats fall

into two distinct categories: the ortho-
dox Adventure-type approach with
conversational text-in/text out and the
menu-driven game, wh
is made from a fixed U

its conversational appi
this means that the player's potential
game actions are limited only by his
imagination. The game will accept

. It of s

placing a transparent sheet v, i.

plastic over the appropriate page to
render the text legible. If you are
wrong, you're out and play continues
without you. Otherwise, the case is

dead.
Personally, I see no good reason

why this should be a computer game
It would be far more relaxing played
away from a keyboard, sitting in the
comfort of an armchair.
Murder by the Dozen is from CBS

Software for Apple II/IIe, IBM PC and
Commodore 64.

Persi

rather n

more difficult towards the end.

, So if you fancy your chanci
I killing gremlins, off you go -

I 100

range of commands, but the player
sets out feeling that the possibilities
are limitless. Nevertheless, quite a
competent game can result from using
the fixed option technique, as in
2indemeu/
Murder by the Dozen is a collection

of 12 crimes, all committed in the town
of Micropolis and each providing a

game into my Spectrum. Why use
the title Legend and then why include
the 380 page book?
TTtese questions were answered

just a few moves into the Adventure
for, as I was bidding Horeb the inn-

keeper farewell, he beckoned me
ovei to kiss his three daughters,
saying "You remember their names,
of course?" Although the game does
not follow the plot of the book, it is set
in the worid of Legend and the
characters are the same. You must
therefore read the book to End out



historical quest
You take the part of Rek, adopted

son of Horeb, with the task of
becoming the Eagle of Bronze and
raise an army to defend Dros Delnoch
against the Nadir barbarians from the
north. Not an easy task for, as well as
trying to do all that, you must search
the kingdom for the magic armour and
sword of the Eagle.
The method of input and output is

unusual, with full text used to

weaponry and got a few tips on killing

Medusa.
As usual, Pink Fairy eventually g

stumped and was puzzling over a

ivory pedestal in the Temple i

Hermes. A small push in the right
direction soon got me on my way!
Progressing further than the temple

implex puzzles,
a the

Graphics come into play when you
enter into combat with other
characters, or run the length ofa Cave
of Doom. To negotiate these caves is

rather like driving north up the
southbound carriageway of the M 1

.

I found that coming to grips with
some of the objects takes some
thinking about. In a large number of
locations you are given the option to

like:
'

i reply
would you like t

If, for example, you can deduce what
you need to gain entry into a tower in
the Valley of Tears that item will then

Should you become tired of playing
the Adventure, you can Dip the tape
and play part two which is an arcade
game. This recreates the final battle at

Dors Drenai but. Ending it somewhat
repetitive, 1 soon gave up in favour of

Hon to the problem is very original
and very cruel! I finally got
land and found a whole he
problems.
This time there was a hungry

beggar, but satisfying him was not so
easy as with the thirsty one, for there
was a wild hyena around who had the
nasty habit of stealing the food right

The game gets harder and harder as
you progress — a welcome change
from the trend that seems to be
developing, where the poor player is

faced with an almost insoluble
problem at the very beginning,
Perseus and Andromeda is for a'

range of machines and is available

Hi
jjj
,f"jV*a
ESS

I Rating: 6

Near naked and clad only in a dirty

tagged sack, you cry through your
parched lips as you are thrown into

your prison cell by the king — for
stealing water.
The cell reeks of death and decay

idowiess granite

not only from

nthev,
ain for sot

oroughbred. The author is, of
course. Brian Howarth, who sticks to I

short text, hard problems and superb

The command format is verb/noun
and it is very comprehensive. Almost
all the words and synonyms you
would want to use whilst playing the

the prison, but the island oi

situated. And to do this, you rr

only be able to disguise yourself, but
find enough treasure to pay for

passage.

A pretty powerful scenario and the
game matches up to [

machine code Advent
and the great decree-
Adventures are a non-runner these
days should think again. I don't want

mm

jBjiijjgiig

Theg.
of

-sthem
shouldn't

be used and replies with a suitable

The story starts in King Polydectes'
palace where you discover your
mission which is to slay Medusa and
rescue Andromeda. Being too weak
to accomplish the task on my own, I,

called upon the services of the Pink
Fairy to help me in this world of Greek
mythology.
Leaving the palace, I first came

across a thirsty beggar and, on
quenching his thirst, was rewarded
with a discussion which came in
useful further on in the game. I prayed
at various temples and some prayers

:

were answered by the Gods. After a
while, 1 had built up quite a large

imagine myself sneaking out into theI
jng i

of clothes! I can see the
evil guards in my mind's eye, even if I

can't get the better of them — yet!

The problems are hard right from
the start, but the sheer desperation of
my plight soon got me wild enough to

try anything — and something turned
up! A nice feature of the game is that

when the program does not recognise

command, it tells you about both! For
example, if you type UNLOCK,
WINDOW, the reply you get is I

DON'T UNDERSTAND HOW TO
"UNLOCK'' OR WHAT "WINDOW"
MEANS. I've never seen that before!
My sole criticism is that if you QUIT,

you don't get the chance to resume

Bill
c

123*

1
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This is a text Adventure tunning at

machine code speed, enhanced with
colour with a "Quilled" feei about it.

On holiday at a farm in
Herefordshire, you hear rumours that

the previous owner buried his wealth
. fields.

From the farmhouse, you make your
way outside to visit cowsheds, vege-
table fields, and many other places
heavily laden with a country atmos-
phere. In fact, you can almost smell
the silage!

Despite the detail, much doesn't
ring true! I've been through fields and
farms, day and night, countless times,

and not once been attacked by a cow
— I was in Country Quest There are
locked gates at many f
in the game. With no i

just ask to be climbed!
However, the main D

what is actually going on!

A GINGER CAT IS HERE.
A GINGER CAT ATTACKS YOU.
"GET CAT"
IT'S NOT HERE.
Not exactly the sort of dialogue to

inspire confidence, is it?

One other grizzle while I am at it!

The Quit command takes you straight

back to the beginning without
question, and a valid abbreviation is

Q. is next to W (for West) on the
keyboard. 1 rest my case.

Commodore 64 from Wye Valley
Software.

Personal Rating: 3

Keith Campbell

Your quest is to End three keys and a
scroll and return them to the hut
where you started.

With one or two exceptions, the

graphics are not worth viewing. The
text scrolls smoothly on a split screen
under the graphics, but the response
is painfully slow at about 10 seconds

developed in quite an interesting way
and so did some of the events, like

helping a sn:v.mt with a crossword
-,..:., Given a bit more thought,

more memory and less graphics,
BUck 7bwercculd have proved quite

Black Towel is from Dollarsoft for

the 48k Spectrum.
Personal Rating: 4

Keith Campbell

rHEVHJWS'

is the fa

/ location details disappear
under the graphics by the time the
response is complete. Although there
is time enough to read all the text, a

quick look aside to jot down details on
your map and you'll miss other vital

information.

Other shortcomings include a QUIT
with no RESTART?, a failed TAKE that

gets no response at all, and a blanket
reply YOU CAN'T DO THAT . . . YET!
to commands that are unrecognised.
Any attempt to examine either a

character called Josh, who might be
man or beast for all I know, or any
other feature results in the hilarious

reply: CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT.
This ; pity, the map

3.000 years ago some fabulous jewels
were created by master craftsmen in

the old city of Babylon. They came
into English hands in the 19th century,
but were lost to pirates who left all but
one of the crew of the boat that was
carrying them for dead. This is where
the Adventure begins, for you are the

one who survived and have vowed to

So it is that you find yourself on a
bright pink ship off some remote
island. Yes, it's bright pink, and no
amount of fiddling with the TV will

make it go the colour you thought 19th

century ships were supposed to have
been. The island itself is a place of

golden sand and clear blue skies, just

the place to spend a holiday — except
for the cannibals!

The graphics are more or less

instant and are among the best I have

full-sentence input, although in most
cases you have to get the wording just

Babylon is said to have over 100

locations, although most of them are
maze rooms, making pen and paper a
must for this Adventure. So is a "save"
tape, for there is plenty of wildlife

about and a spider might just happen

shoulder, or a water snake give you
the once over as you battle your way
across a swamp. Most of the ti

such encounters are just for fun, but
there is always that chance that

spider will sink its fangs into

Most of the puzzles seem to bt
"find your way around" or "get
something" type and, although they
all seem to have logical answers
getting the right words in the right

order that's the real trick. That n
'

playing Babylon a little on the difficult

side at times, but still a very inte

ing Adventure with lots of action

Personal Rating: 6
Paul Coppins

You find yourself at the headquart
of the STA on the planet Mongo,
facing a man who greets you with the

warmth of a Jovian winter. He give

you your assignment as head agent -

capture "Wing", the notorious intei

planetary criminal.

A space-ship is at your disposE

and, after sorting out a few problems
you are all set for the galaxy trai

tracking down your quarry. Th
problems involve learning how t

pilot your ship and how to get :

fuelled up for the journey!

The game comes on a double sided I
disc and has full sentence input which I
allows abbreviations and multiple I

exploited to further your quest.

A novel feature is the provision of

"living tutorial" which is loaded ii

separately from the game. This I

your input should take and ho
play the Adventure.
There is a four-line text win

below the graphics and, if a response I

more will follow when you hit a ke
The graphics lack the full use
colour, but are detailed and very fa

to display. The response time wht
moving (when the graphics aj

redrawn) is a mere four seconds and,
|

during this period, the graphics cl

to a full text screen showing the rr

I found this a very enjoyable I
Adventure to play, giving the sati

tion of being able to get around i

number of places without any unduly I
difficult early problems.
The Tracer Sanction is from I

Activision for Apple II, IBM PC and |
PCjr, and Commodore 64 on dis<

Personal Rating: 8
Keith Campbell



We are constantly trying to
improve both the program quality
and production quality of our list-

ings. If yon look at the Spectrum
and Commodore listings in this
issue, you'll notice that we've
adopted a new approach to try to

improve matters, and we hope
things will get even better over
the next few months. Neverthe-
less, one or two errors have still

found their way into the final

PORTRAIT
DUNGEON
Eagle-eyed readers spotted that the
instructions to this listing in our April
issue, referred to "both programs",
but could only see one. Listed, below
are the missing lines from the header
program. We've also reprinted line
10 of the main program for people
with poor copies. In addition there
are a couple of alterations:

(a)Change CLOSE./2 with
CLOSE* Nl in line 2630.

MAdd'line 1S8S as .

.

1S8S IF OC(42.N)ON5 THEN
R$(M.M1) - 'What and get my hands
dirty!!":GOTO RT

AMSTRAD LAUNCH
Amstrad. the producers of the CPC
464. the computer with a built-in
monitor and cassette deck, have
launched a new computer with a
built-in three inch disc drive named
the Amstrad CPC 664. Apart from a

command and an enhancement of the

exactly the same as the previous
cassette-based CPC 464.
Although all programs written by

Amsoft for the CPC 464 will run on
the new computers, some games and
utilities produced by independent
software houses will not run on both

Languages:
Any printed programs must be
printed using a machine's host
language, which will almost always
be either Basic or machine code.

be d type b ;. You
iuld bear this in mind when

mg the program. Try to structure the
program, use meaningful names,
don't let the line lengths get too long,

and try to keep the unusual symbols

1 of i

SUPER CLOWN
We've had quite a few enquiries
about this program in March.
However, after consultation with the
programmer himself, there appears
to be only one error. This is the POKE
statement in line 1010, which should
read:
POKE 7S6,P{1)

It seems that the original program
was designed to work on a 16k
machine, and this poke wouldn't

work on any other, but PO)

300S5.

-j the (

We wrongly stated that this program
would work on a 3.5k unexpended
Vic — but 16k expansion is actually
needed. We would like to apologise
to all our readers with sore fingers
because of this!

So, if you've bought or are planning
to buy an Amstrad CPC 664 then
check with the manufacturers to
make sure that their software works
with your computer.

FUTURE PROGS
A massive selection of reader's
programs come into the office each
month for possible publication.
Unfortunately, many of these, though
almost good enough to publish, are
let down by trivial matters which
could easily be rectified. Listed
below are a few points which you

submitting a program.

Type of Game:
Most games tend to be of the arcade
type, simply because we receive
more of these than any other. We
sometimes print a good strategy
game, or two player game, especially
if it's an original idea.

Adventure games don't, on the
whole, fare too well. The most
obvious reason being that if some-
body has gone to the trouble of
typing in the program, they have
probably read all the solutions. One
way around this is to code the data,
which may also help the other main
drawback of Adventure programs —

We don't often print utility

programs — after all, who wants yet

another sprite designer? Neverthe-
less, we will consider any good,
original programs in this category, if

they would be useful to the games
programmer.

graphics, curso

We receive quite a number of

machine code programs, and some
of them are excellent games which
can't be published because of the
way they have been written. Any
machine code programs or routines
should be presented as a Basic
loader. This can load either decimal
data or character data, which is then

If there is a lot of data (this applies
to AMY data, not just machine code),
then include a checksum — this is

just a counter which adds up the
value of all the data to ensure that it

finishes with the correct total.

It's surprising just how much the way
a program is presented can affect its

chances. It should go without saying
that your program should be Totally

error free. Doesn't it?

In addition, try to make the
program enjoyable. This can be done
by making it "user friendly", ensur-
ing that the user knows exactly what
to do.

instructions have to be included in

the program — after all somebody
will have to type them in — but make
sure that the user knows what to type
when you prompt him. Also check
manually for any mistakes in the
user's input, don't just leave it up to

the computer to give an error
message.

Finally, though we realise many
people use monochrome televisions

for their micros, try to make good use
of colour wherever possible. Multi-

hued graphics and a colourful tide-

screen can give a program that

professional touch.
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Il's quite appropriate thai the
season foi raspberries is almost
upon us because this month I have a
number of them to hand out. The

grandly called Superpowt
Final Strategy.
Foisted upon the unsuspecting

public by Howard Marketing, it is

without doubt a strong contender
for the coveted Worst Game Of All
Time award.
The principal elements of the

game are highly derivative. There
are 24 countries, each of which has
different numbers of factories,
armies, missiles arid shelters. The
aim is to conquer the lot.

Ex-readers of the mourned
Personai Computer Games
magazine will be familiar with this
scenario — it's the basis of PCG's
Final Conflict, their multi-player

In Superpower, however, all the
subtleties of Final Conflict have
been lost. With an unfailing knack
for tedium, the designer of Super-
power has even restricted the

simple — build armies, missiles,
shelters, factories or attack a neigh-
bour [but only one of these) — the
player is faced with making a series
of Noddy choices.
Although Final Conflict's options

per country were equally simple,
the fact that you had to give orders
for all your countries ir. a s.ngc turn
presented the player with true
strategic choices, for ujch combui-

complex effei

Apart from
ation of the

all t:

is awful The
comment you are supposed to
conquer is a 4x6 rectangle of
squares and — you've guessed it —
each country is a square. No
attempt has been made at graphic
frills — a nice little picture of a
missile or factory for example. It's

all bare words and numbers. Input
of orders is equally annoying; if you
make an illegal order, the computer
doesn't bother to tell you, it just
waits dumbly for you to try again.

1 do wish people like Howard

promote a disaster.

What's worse, they expect
Spectrum owners to cough up £4.95
for something that would have been
more entertaining if it

the turn of the C64 tc

the odour of raspberries wafting in
its direction. I speak of the Dragon-
riders ofPern, released by CBS Soft-
ware in conjunction with Epyx. It's

an arcade-strategy game of the sort
where you do a bit of strategy, then
ugeta it of ai

rofessional o

The arcade
done — although it seems to lack
the variety a true arcade freak pines
for. Perched on the back of your pet
dragon, you roam the skies of Pern
trying to incinerate the deadly
Threads that assail your planet.
The Threads, which look like

pieces of string to me, are micro-
organisms that bum flesh and
consume all living matter. If you
don't manage to stop them, your
lands will become a barren waste.
High quality graphics and action to
be found here.
The designer of the strategy

had a severe attack of lists. To
quote, "a vivid map of Pern is

displayed randomly throughout the
Negotiation/Intrigue phase", but
since this is used mainly to deter-
mine who is going to intercept the
latest Threadfall, it has little rele-
vance to strategy.

The strategy phase is played
entirely by manipulating lists and
menus. The event screen is a table
outlining the current events associ-
ated with each Weyr. A Weyr is a
habitation of Dragonriders, so we

lists eight different actions open to
you and gives more details of your
own particular Wey: There is

tions simply refer to ds the list of
major holds, craft halls and Weyrs.
and lastly there is the attitude
screen which lists the five anun tics

The politics of Pern rr..i«.':.' ; e
Balkans look like a piece ot cake
and the strategic options open to
you are almost all to do "**
diplomacy (although you can i

fight a duel).

Competition is fierce between the
six Weyrs, up to four of which may
be controlled by human players.
This should make for an interesting
game of Machiavellian rnanouevre
but the fact that any of your actions,
at best, results in a number or word
in one of the many lists dramatically
changing to another number or
word makes the intrigue about as

So little

Ming
"atmosphere" that you might a_
well be manipulating school time-
tables or laundry lists.

In fact, you might as well forsake
your computer and play the board
game Diplomacy, yet to be
equalled for back-stabbing intrigue.

Baifle for Normandy is another
game for the 64 from the seemingly
bottomless coffers of US Gold. I

hesitate to say from the bottom of
the barrel because, like most
American software, the game is

presented. However, it lacks in that

most important ingredient, play-

The format is familiar — larger
than screen hex map in glorious

; that :

ured squares

messages and unit data
All this works and works well,

looking good at the same time
Unfortunately, it's not so much
Rommel's bombardmen i thai makes
you quail as the barrage- <>! statistics

flung at you by the computet all in

garbage-out mode (you know, so
many abbreviations and numoers
flung together that it looks like a
high-security code). This alpha-—: ~ nightmare occurs every

u look ai differe

o giving orders toWhen:

mode. As you might guess, this is

h-i reverse of garbage-out mode;
m.tead of trying to decode abbrevi-
ated data, you have to type it in!

For example, you may choose a
defence level from one to nine.

Each of the digits has a different
meaning and it's a better memory-
bank than I who wouldn't be able to
play sensibly without the rule-book
permanently to hand.



. the rule-book gives two
it clues as to the reason for

this statistician's paradise. First, the
game is designed by SSI. Second,
four pages consist entirely of charts,

resolution tables. Conclusion; SSI, a

company, have simply taken their
standard board game techniques
and grafted them onto the C64. Will
someone please tell them that one
of the joys of playing wargames on a
computer is that you no longer have
to bother with all those dreadfully
boring combat resolution tables, all

the finicky calculations and all the
welter of naked numbers? This sori
of game makes log tables light-
reading.

So far, so good; Arc/ion could still

be just a run-of-the-mill chess
variant, but now it takes off at a
tangent. If you so desire, you can
miss out on an ordinary move and
instead cast a spell Six different
spells are possible but they m

nised as the stroke of genius it was
always intended to be.
We all know how some clever

clogs invented Rugby Football by
actually flicking up the ball and
running with it instead of sticking to
the stodgy old rules.

Chess, in its long history, has
been no exception. Indeed, it

wouldn't be the game it is today
unless a few brave souls had had
the courage to defy tradition.
What's more, chess variants such as
rifle chess (you shoot pieces instead
of moving to take them) and losing
chess (you must take if you can and
win by getting yourself in check-
mate) ate well-known and popular.

But, if you think that chess must
surely have reached the end of its

long road of refinement and
elaboration, you ain't seen nothing

Aichon from Ariolasoft, via
Electronic Arts, does for chess what
Busby Berkeley did for swimming
pools and what Hollywood did for

used with c

powerful.
Finally, ar

dedicated r.

;e. This is just a.

3 the horror of all

its. there is arcade
action, instead of simply moving to
take a piece, the display switches to
a combat arena where the two
pieces battle it out in real-time.
Since each of the pieces has its

own individual way of fighting and
its own vulnerabilities, this is far
from a simple shoot-'em-up. Even if

you lose, the wounds you have
inflicted on the victorious piece will
make it less effective the next time
round. It certainly adds to the fun, if

not to the meditation, but the draw-
back is that you must have two joy-
sticks to play.

If you do have two joysticks and
you own a Commodore 64, you
really should try Aichon. It's rare,
original and unusual and, as a fun
strategy game, it's not to be missed

vith

happens, 1 thought the opening
ceremonies of the LA Olympics
went wildly over the top and could
do nothing but laugh when they
wheeled out all those grand pianos,
but Aichon, thankfully, stays firmly
within the pale.
The board, whilst remaining an

eight by eight array, has had a
considerable facelift. Certain
squares change colour rhythmically
throughout the game, lending more
or less power to the pieces that
occupy them. In addition, five of the
squares have become power points

is have been completely

phoenixes, dragons unicorns and a

familiar kings, rooks
Each oiece, as you

would expec

has a completely
different ere

Those of you with weary fingers will

be glad to know there's no more
listing to be typed in this month.
Instead, I'm going to take some time
out to explain the mechanics of the

e detail

ir numerical

Since games were first played,
certain creative individuals have
always been tempted to tinker with
the rules; usually, this is called

variables associated with <

growth, centralisation, strength and
power. A star's strength is a measure

status and changes each turn ir

accord with the star's growth rate. I

does not, however, directly influence
the star's political status.

influenc

another is calculated from that star's

power and the distance involved. If a
star exerts more influence than any
other star over the target (this

includes the target's own influence
over itself), then it becomes the ruler
of the target star. Because of the
distance factor, some stars may be
rulers of nearby stars but be ruled
themselves by a vastly more
powerful but more distant neighbour.
The power of a star depends on its

strength plus a proportion of the
strength of stars it rules and minus a
proportion of its own strength
(strength that it lends to its own ruler),

the centralisation

How, sociotype and epoch.
Sociotype is the only thing that

Basically, its sociotype determines
how and when a star's epoch will

change. For instance, a Zero Normal
star can only have two epochs,
Imperial and Communal. The Zero
Normal sociotype subroutine will

determine at what thresholds of
strength, centralisation, power and
growth the switch from one political

system to another will be made.
Epochs simply determine how a

star's growth and centralisation
change with time. From last column's
listing you will notice that an Imperial
star's centralisation diminishes as its

power increases whilst a Communal
star's ;:i::.t:diisaucr. every phase
Now comes the big question -

what docs the playet ai-tuaUy dcP
Every phase he has the option (as

Seldon planned for his psycho-
historians) of u imhvening in gaiacne
history and changing the epoch of

shorten the tune it takes lor a single
star to dominate all the others, thus
re-establishing the Galactic Empire.
As a yardstick for his degree of
success, he can first let the game (or

history, if you like) run without inter-

have taken without his intervention.

He can also compete with his fellow
psycho-historians (if he's got any
friends) to see if they could have
done better with same galactic

This month, I'm going to ask for
suggestions. We'll re-name the Zero
Normal type stars after the person
who sends in the best subroutine for
determining when Zero Normal star

Imperial epoch to

designs the best n
star, complete with a fresh set of
epochs and associated routines
(although you can include the ones
given already if you wish). Good
thinking, till next time!
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NOW AVAILABLE ON THE AMSTRAD



EVIEWS Payability: Will the game!
keep you up until the
early hours of the morn-
ino, as you attempt to

Tplete just one more
aen In a desperate

attempt to beat It? Or
"" " send you ti

• Graphics 9
• Sound 9
• Value 7
• Payability 7

• Graphics 7
• Sound 7
• Value 7
• Payability 7

• Graphica 7
• Sound 7
• Value a
• Payability 8



Available from all good software dealers.
lmagineSoftware( 1984) Limited-6 Central Srreet-Manchester-M2 5MS-Tel:06! 8343939



mini's always r

i devised this classic collection that'll guarantee hours of furani

ding, Graphics and lots of intrigue arethe features b]w
reputation for quality softrai

your keyboard, follow the Gtm:
fingers over a Gremlin spHai

im all good softuii
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ON THE
RUN

ev< jtyone else that's why he and bis team of specialist
Fun ud absorbing challenge from your computer. Skill,
i by which the Gremlin master has established his
rftmn.

Gnsniin master'sexample and run your
ipwii.
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E VIEWS

• Graphics 8
• Sound S
• Valua 7
• Payability B

• Graphics 9
• Sound 9
• Value 9
• Payability 10



:hon is b

„,iething in ,.. , u

Edicts, arcade, adventure

ategy are all here. My

Features • Play the computer or a friend • Computer
player gets tougher as you do • 64 Battle combinations
• Separate battleground screen • Medieval pieces

like the wizard and the sorceress - magic spells and a board
that changes as you play• Deluxe boxed package includes
lull instruction and hints manual • Joystick controlled
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SUPPLIES. The Atari 1050 Disk Drive '

ol £17.95 when it should have baen El 79.50.
Computer & Video Games apologise for any incc
caused to the SJB DISK SUPPLIES and our readi

COMPUTER REPAIRS

SPECTRUM OWNERS LOOK!



IE CITY
25 Ga.isirJa Drive.

Aberdeen, AB1 7BH.
Tel. 102241 37348

ARCADE SOFTWARE (UK)
iVo. I Mail Order in UK

For Commodore 16 and 16 + 4;
Commodore 64; Spectrum; MSX;
BBC '8' Electron; Amstrad-
Dragon; Tandy; Vic 20; Atari
2600 Cartidges.

Prices start from El.99

Over 6,000 titles in slock

envelope
I please state micro).

202/203 Shopping Hall
Myrtle Road, East Ham

London E6. Tel: 01-471 B900

I, Mappsriey. Nottingharr

ATARI
400/600/800 XL
SOFTWARE

LOW ATARI PRICES

REPAIRS

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE HIRE

PAGE6, RO.BOX54,
STAFF0RD.ST161DR

ZOOMSOFT
FDR THE VERY BEST SPECTRUM
COMMODORE 64 AND ATARI GAMES
Including U.S. SOFTWARE!

£24. £

MEMOREX (with f,«: case:.

DoublB Side/Double Density
SCOTCH 3M

SJB SUPER SAVERS

:orage box. only £59.95.

Memorex double side/doi

snsity blank disks in a pers
orage box. only £74.95.

II prices INCLUDE VAT. Delivei

K is FREE. Please send cheque

SJB DISK SUPPLIES.
Dept. 01, 11 Oundla Drive.H Nottingham NG8 1BN

Tel; 0602 7B2310 M

HTMI COMPUTBI

NEW CONCEPTSCEPTS IN SOFTWARE
~~

1 I

~
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THE/MOST
ADDICTIVE

GAME
nty-fi

Multi-channel music

^^fete'mo Mode

CASSETTE eg-95

DISKC14-95

HEALTH WARNING: BOUNTY BOB CAN SERIOUSLY DAMAGE YOUR SANITY!



TEXDS inSTRUmEIITS TI-99/4B

Why Splash out on fancy adverts

When the products Speak for themselves?

electrics

Far free price list etc. send s.a.e. tffi-

PARCO ELECTRICS, 4 DORSET PLACE,
NEW STREET, HONITON. DEVON,

EX14 40S. TELEPHONE (G404) 44425

GOOD BYTE

''

1 J 'i

.

ltSs~" ii ;i

UnitSofti-u
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HALL OF FAME

103 ,000

CBM 64 GHOSTBUSTERS
1) Don Murray, Tooting, London —
1 1 49,800

2) Andrew McDerniotl. Sutton Coldficl
Midlands S12S,10fl

5) Paul Robinson, Connah's Quay —
(43,000

3D STARSTRIKE

SABRE WULF
1) Richard Brown, Grmdands. FCicSliiH

- 17,999,860

2) Peter Coldhnurne, (:«mli,;in G.lii
15,075,965

31 A sit Havidsen, Fredriksiail. Noraai
5,653,325

4) Christopher HiirtislJnlliim, RadditTi;
Manchesler — 4.528,344

OUR HALL OF
FAME GAMES

Sine; we relaunched our Hal] of Fair
with some new Karnes, viiiu- In won
l-.tl'.eKvn flood:::.: in. k,v;i .: ,:,: lf,o

"ill-, a JilYLTi-m-e from The Edge —

trndine cain( ' and \-IU-ro-(,ni'.
Pyjiimurt.;,!,; — a son or Jet Set Wally!

JET BOOT JACK

STARSTRIKE \

JET PAC

DONKEY KONG

MANIC MINER

JET SET WILLY

THE PYRAMID

ZALAGA

SABRE WULF

JUMP CHALLENGE

PYJAMARAMA

Newcastle upon
Tync — 618,755

3) Richard Thoma!
Cajnarlhen, Dyfed
— 568,216

4) Aadrew Sharp,

Ely, Cambridgcshii
— 443.246

PYJAMARAMA
(Amsirad)
-i Mark It ,-, f.arlsiidd

fJW paces)

2) Hr.!> \Mllock, TrCTIhan
98 V, (3.783)

ij-Ii.in Skinner, Newbur
VTh (3,987)



COMMODORE VIC 10 pi

i

rosell . . . Microsell . . . Microsell . . . Microsell . . . Microsell ... 1



/• Accurate
strategic simulation.

I • Real-time combat with
full scrolling graphicsW^

,Jfc Liberty House, *

^P~ 222 Regent Street.

hsSpjS» London W1R 7DB
I— -"^-1 Telephone 01-439 0666

I OTHLORIEN



sale
26th May

This bumper

games supplement is

COMPLETELY FREE WITH
Commodore User:- the U.K.'s

favourite Commodore magazine.
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MAPS
are where it's at says

Prof Video! And
next issue we'll have
a whole bunch of
readers' maps for

you to study. The
secrets of the top

games at your finger-

tips in July's C&VG.

We've got fairies at

trW end of tlte C&VG
office — and art en-

chanted competition

— tftan&s to the pecpte

at Orplieus who want

to give you copies of

their stunning new

game! Get C&VG
iiert month — it's

magic!

My name is Bond.
James Bond

And in next month's C&VG I'll be
revealing a few top secrets from the
View to a Kill files. Find out how YOU
can win a copy of the new Bond game
based on my new movie. PLUS A FREE
BOND POSTER! Don't miss it — I won't
miss you. . .

O

ANOTHER ACTION PACKED
BOOK OF GAMES!

C&VG has become rightly Famous for These coilec-

anuther one coming your way in July featuring games
for the Spectrum. C64. Amstrad. BBC, Atari and
many more. Don't delay _ place an order with your
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ATARI 400/600/800/800XL TI-99/4A SPECIAL OFFER
CASSETTE SOFTWARE

TEXAS CASSETTES

i INTRIGUE
SOFTWARE

Computer Support PRESENTS

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX
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REALTIME - ^SOFTWARE

• STEREO SOUND
• FAST 3D GRAPHICS
• GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY

PLEASE Starstrike(Amstrad) E6.95

RUSH ME! Starstrike (Spectrum) £5.95

*5




